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Abstract 

The mouth, throat, and face contain numerous muscles that participate in a large 

variety of orofacial behaviors. The jaw and tongue can move independently, and thus 

require a high degree of coordination among the muscles that move them to prevent 

self-injury. However, different orofacial behaviors require distinct patterns of 

coordination between these muscles. The method through which motor control circuitry 

might coordinate this activity has yet to be determined. Electrophysiological, 

immunohistochemical, and retrograde tracing studies have attempted to identify 

populations of premotor neurons which directly send information to orofacial 

motoneurons in an effort to identify sources of coordination. Yet these studies have not 

provided a complete picture of the population of neurons which monosynaptically 

connect to jaw and tongue motoneurons. Additionally, while many of these studies have 

suggested that premotor neurons projecting to multiple motor pools may play a role in 

coordination of orofacial muscles, no clear functional roles for these neurons in the 

coordination of natural orofacial movements has been identified. 

In this dissertation, I took advantage of the recently developed monosynaptic 

rabies virus to trace the premotor circuits for the jaw-closing masseter muscle and 

tongue-protruding genioglossus muscle in the neonatal mouse, uncovering novel 

premotor inputs in the brainstem. Furthermore, these studies identified a set of neurons 
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which form boutons onto motor neurons in multiple motor pools, providing a premotor 

substrate for orofacial coordination. I then combined a retrogradely traveling lentivirus 

with a split-intein mediated split-Cre recombinase system to isolate and manipulate a 

population of neurons which project to both left and right jaw-closing motor nuclei. I 

found that these bilaterally projecting neurons also innervate multiple other orofacial 

motor nuclei, premotor regions, and midbrain regions implicated in motor control. I 

anatomically and physiologically characterized these neurons and used optogenetic and 

chemicogenetic approaches to assess their role in natural jaw-closing behavior, 

specifically with reference to bilateral masseter muscle electromyogram (EMG) activity. 

These studies identified a population of bilaterally projecting neurons in the 

supratrigeminal nucleus as essential for maintenance of an appropriate level of masseter 

activation during natural chewing behavior in the freely moving mouse. Moreover, 

these studies uncovered two distinct roles of supratrigeminal bilaterally projecting 

neurons in bilaterally synchronized activation of masseter muscles, and active balancing 

of bilateral masseter muscle tone against an excitatory input. Together, these studies 

identify neurons which project to multiple motor nuclei as a mechanism by which the 

brain coordinates orofacial muscles during natural behavior. 
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1. Introduction    

1.1 Orofacial behaviors are highly coordinated 

In mammals, orofacial movements are enabled via coordination of orofacial 

muscles. These muscles can be broadly grouped into five subsets: 1) Muscles of the 

tongue; 2) Muscles of the jaw; 3) Muscles of the hyoid bone in the neck; 4) Muscles of the 

face; and 5) Muscles of the throat (Yamamura et al., 2016). In this dissertation I have 

focused my studies on the muscles of the tongue and jaw-closing muscles, however my 

findings have implications for neural mechanisms of coordination between many of 

these muscle groups. The behaviors produced by these muscles vary even more widely 

than the muscles themselves, including sensory reflexes, chewing and gnawing, 

suckling, licking, swallowing, grooming, vocalizing, and breathing among others. While 

these are all distinct behaviors, they make use of overlapping groups of muscles, and 

must coordinate shared orofacial motoneurons in both similar and distinct ways across 

behaviors. 

1.1.1 Sensory-driven jaw reflexes 

1.1.1.1 The jaw-opening reflex 

It has long been known that stimulating the trigeminal sensory nerves induces a 

jaw-opening reflex, sometimes referred to as the orofacial nociceptive reflex 

(Sherrington, 1917; Dong et al., 2012). This reflex increases with stimulus strength 

(Thexton, 1968) and can be initiated through activation of low-threshold 
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mechanoreceptors that compose the periodontal ligaments or high-threshold nociceptors 

that innervate the tooth pulp (Mason et al., 1985). In fact, subthreshold stimulation of 

both of these afferent bundles together also initiates the jaw-opening reflex, suggesting 

that they capitalize on overlapping downstream neural circuitry to enact the response 

(Mason et al., 1985). Additional support of this theory comes from the fact that the 

coordinated activity changes between jaw-opening and jaw-closing muscles is similar 

across stimulation paradigms (Thexton, 1968; Mason et al., 1985; Satoh et al., 2013). 

The jaw-opening reflex is primarily associated with a short-latency activation of 

the jaw-opening digastric muscle and the tongue-protruding genioglossus muscle 

(Mason et al., 1985; Aeba et al., 2002). This has been associated with a concurrent weak 

activation of some jaw-closing muscles, such as the temporalis (Thexton, 1968) and 

inhibition of others, such as the masseter (Dessem et al., 1988). If the nerve is stimulated 

a second time during the jaw-opening phase of the reflex, a resultant rebound jaw-

closing reflex is activated (Thexton, 1968). The amplitude of the jaw-opening response is 

modulated by stimulus intensity, and additionally is modulated bilaterally by the timing 

of unilateral nerve stimulation during natural jaw movements, such as during chewing 

(Haraguchi et al., 1994; Mostafeezur et al., 2009). 

In fact, the jaw-opening reflex may be endogenously activated during natural 

chewing of hard food. A common feature of EMG responses during hard food chewing 

is the digastric short burst, characterized by a short, strong activation of the digastric 
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and genioglossus muscles in coordination with an inhibition of the masseter and 

styloglossus muscles (Kakizaki et al., 2002). Inhibition of the latter two muscles is at least 

partially accomplished via activation of neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus 

caudalis (SpVc) by dental sensory afferents (Watanabe et al., 2002; Dong et al., 2012), and 

may involve neurons in the supratrigeminal nucleus (SupV; See Table 1 for a full list of 

anatomical abbreviations used in this dissertation) (Minkels et al., 1995; Dong et al., 

2012). 

Table 1: Anatomical abbreviations used in this dissertation listed 

alphabetically. 

Abbreviation Name 

DCN deep cerebellar nuclei 

dMRf dorsal mesencephalic reticular formation 

dPrV dorsal principal trigeminal sensory nucleus 

DRN dorsal Raphe nuclei 

dRt reticular nucleus dorsal to PrV 

Gi gigantocellular reticular nucleus 

IntV inter-trigeminal nucleus 

IRt intermediate reticular nucleus 

KF kolliker fuse 

LPGi lateral paragigantocellular nucleus 

MdRt medullary reticular formation 

MesV mesencephalic sensory nucleus 

MoV trigeminal motor nucleus 

MoVII facial motor nucleus 

MoXII hypoglossal motor nucleus 

MRf mesencephalic reticular formation 

NA nucleus ambiguus 

NTS nucleus of the solitary tract 

PAG periaqueductal gray 

pre-BötC pre-Bötzinger complex 

PBN parabrachial nucleus 
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PCRt parvocellular reticular nucleus 

PeriV peritrigeminal zone 

RN red nucleus 

Rt-MoVII reticular region dorsal to the facial motor nucleus 

SpVc spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis 

SpVi spinal trigeminal nucleus interpolaris 

SpVo spinal trigeminal nucleus oralis 

SupV supratrigeminal nucleus 

 

1.1.1.2 The jaw-closing reflex 

The jaw-closing reflex (also known as either the jaw-jerk reflex or masseteric 

monosynaptic reflex) shows an inverse coordination pattern to the jaw-opening reflex 

and is primarily induced by stimulation of the spindle afferents innervating the masseter 

muscle (Inoue et al., 1999). The cell bodies of these spindle afferent neurons are located 

in the mesencephalic sensory nucleus (MesV) and respond to masseter muscle stretch 

(Nomura and Mizuno, 1985). During this reflex, the masseter and other jaw-closing 

muscles are activated to increase jaw-closing strength (Liu et al., 1993). Unlike during 

the jaw-opening reflex, there is no inhibitory response in the opponent digastric muscle 

during this period (Wang et al., 2007). Even during chewing behavior, digastric 

motoneurons do not receive inhibition during jaw closing. This pattern of imbalanced 

signals during jaw closing despite balanced signals during jaw opening is one of the 

major characteristics that distinguishes coordination of orofacial movements from 

coordination of other muscle groups, such as those of the limbs (Chandler and 

Goldberg, 1982). The main reason for this difference is thought to be the fact that the 
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digastric muscle does not contain muscle spindles, and thus receives no excitatory input 

when stretched. Jaw-closing muscles and limb muscles all receive this excitatory input 

from spindle afferents, and therefore require inhibition during opposing movements to 

counteract muscle stretch-induced excitation (Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). 

1.1.2 Chewing behavior 

1.1.2.1 Phases of chewing 

Chewing is an evolutionarily conserved orofacial behavior requiring 

coordination between orofacial muscles. There are three main stages to chewing: 1) The 

preparatory phase, where food is brought into the mouth; 2) The reductory phase, where 

food is ground up between the molars; and 3) The pre-swallowing phase, where food is 

moved to the back of the tongue to be swallowed (Yamada et al., 2005). Each of these 

phases is characterized by distinct muscle activation patterns, the rhythm of which is 

thought to be generated in reticular regions of the brainstem (Chandler et al., 1990). Jaw-

closing muscles such as the masseter are most strongly activated during the reductory 

phase, which in mice is considered to occur at a frequency of 5-6 hertz (Hz) (Okayasu et 

al., 2003). 

In addition to these phases of chewing, each chewing cycle, or burst and inter-

burst period, can be split into a jaw-opening and jaw-closing phase. These phases can be 

further broken down into fast and slow components in the rabbit (Mostafeezur et al., 

2009). 
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1.1.2.2 Orofacial coordination during chewing 

The main method by which chewing has been studied is through studies of 

fictive mastication. Fictive mastication, or cortically-induced rhythmic jaw movements, 

involves the tonic electrical stimulation of either a cortical masticatory area in 

anesthetized animals or the pyramidal tract in decerebrate animal preparations 

(Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). Such tonic stimulation induces rhythmic discharges 

observable by recordings from the trigeminal and hypoglossal nerves (Sahara et al., 

1996) or by electromyogram (EMG) recordings from orofacial muscles (Chandler et al., 

1990), which occur at similar rhythms to that of natural chewing (Chandler and 

Goldberg, 1982). From such studies, it is clear that muscle activity is coordinated 

between muscles of the jaw, tongue, and face during different jaw movements. During 

reductory chewing the tongue-retracting styloglossus is activated in the same phase as 

the jaw-closing masseter muscle, while the tongue-protracting genioglossus is activated 

in the same phase as the jaw-opening digastric muscle (Kakizaki et al., 2002). 

Coordination also occurs between homologous muscles, such as the left and right 

masseter muscles. These muscles are activated in synchrony during rhythmic jaw 

movements (Moore, 1993), indicating that masseter motoneurons must receive 

coordinated signals from upstream circuitry. Further studies have recorded EMG 

responses of various other pairs or groups of orofacial muscles (e.g. mylohyoid and 

digastric, (Thexton et al., 2012); pterygoid and tongue muscles, (Amri et al., 1991); hyoid, 
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tongue, and jaw muscles, (Naganuma et al., 2001)), recapitulating these basic 

coordination phenotypes. Importantly, similar patterns of orofacial coordination have 

been found to occur during natural chewing behavior (Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). 

Motoneuron recordings during cortically induced rhythmic jaw movements 

reflect muscle coordination patterning. Such recordings provide evidence for excitatory 

rhythmic input to muscles of the tongue (Sahara et al., 1988) and digastric muscles 

(Chandler and Goldberg, 1982), and both excitatory and inhibitory rhythmic inputs to 

jaw-closing muscles (Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). 

While sensory input from spindle fiber afferents in MesV may contribute to jaw 

closing activation, rhythmic jaw movements can be generated in the paralyzed animal 

(Chandler and Tal, 1986) indicating that rhythm generation and coordinated activation 

of jaw muscles does not require sensory feedback. However, during chewing of soft 

versus hard foods, while the overall cycle of chewing remains the same across food 

types, the jaw-opening phase is prolonged during the chewing of soft foods while the 

jaw-closing phase is prolonged during the chewing of hard foods (Yamada and 

Yamamura, 1996). Thus, sensory feedback from spindle afferents or periodontal 

receptors likely play a role in modulating the phase length of chewing independently of 

the cycle length during natural behaviors. MesV spindle fiber afferents are thought to 

increase jaw-closing muscle force in response to a stretch such as that caused by biting 

down on a hard piece of food (Morimoto et al., 1989). Applying vibrations to the 
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masseter in humans increases jaw-closing force when an increasing load is applied to the 

lower jaw during gum chewing, an affect attributable to the activation of spindle 

afferents innervating the masseter muscle (van der Bilt et al., 1997). MesV spindle 

afferent neurons send monosynaptic excitatory output directly onto jaw-closing 

motoneurons in the trigeminal motor nucleus (MoV), which may act as the neural 

substrate for this response (Lingenhohl and Friauf, 1991). 

1.1.3 Suckling behavior 

1.1.3.1 Similarities to chewing behavior 

Suckling is the primary form of nutrient acquisition in infant mammals which do 

not chew. Components of this behavior show a number of similarities to chewing 

behavior, leading some to hypothesize that the two behaviors rely on similar premotor 

circuitry (Inoue et al., 2007). The process of nipple attachment occurs at the same 

frequency as chewing and involves similar activation patterns of jaw and tongue 

muscles (Westneat and Hall, 1992). Rhythmic suckling, on the other hand, involves the 

opposite actions of jaw muscles and operates at a lower frequency than chewing 

(Westneat and Hall, 1992). During suckling, the jaw-opening muscles conduct the power 

stroke, while jaw-closing muscles return the jaw to its baseline position (Thexton et al., 

1998). As suckling also requires repetitive swallowing, hyoid muscles are also 

coordinated with jaw-opening and jaw-closing muscles in a similar manner to during 
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chewing, with the mylohyoid muscle active during jaw-opening, while the other hyoid 

muscles are active during jaw closing and swallowing (Thexton et al., 2012). 

1.1.3.2 Developmental transition from suckling to chewing 

Suckling transitions to chewing during mammalian development, the timing of 

which is correlated with the eruption of the molars, around postnatal day 12 in rodents 

(Westneat and Hall, 1992). However anodontic mice, or mice which do not develop 

molars, also transition from suckling to chewing behavior, suggesting that this transition 

is driven independently by developmental changes in neural circuitry (Kobayashi et al., 

2002a). 

In rodents, MoV jaw-closing motoneurons respond to glycine differentially 

across this time period, such that in the early postnatal days glycine depolarizes jaw-

closing motoneurons, while after chewing onset glycine transitions to inhibiting jaw-

closing motoneurons. This change is thought to be driven by a decrease in chloride 

concentration within motoneurons over development and is hypothesized to act as the 

main circuit element driving this behavioral transition (Inoue et al., 2007). 

A number of studies have endeavored to investigate suckling rhythm generation 

using an in vitro preparation of the brainstem where rhythmic activation of brainstem 

motoneurons is produced by bath application of NMDA. From these preparations, it has 

been concluded that independent central pattern generators exist for each oromotor 

nucleus in the brainstem located at the same rostro-caudal level of that nucleus 
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(Nakamura et al., 2004). However, application of NMDA in the presence of TTX induces 

rhythmic activity in MoV motoneurons, suggesting that rhythmic output of motor 

nerves in this preparation may not be dependent on rhythmic premotor inputs (Kim and 

Chandler, 1995). In addition, a previous study which stimulated the cortical masticatory 

area to induce rhythmic jaw movements without application of NMDA found that 

unilateral lidocaine application to the reticular region dorsal to the facial motor nucleus 

(Rt-MoVII) prevented rhythmic activity in digastric motoneurons bilaterally, implicating 

this region as providing coordinated rhythmic information to left and right motor pools 

rather than separate pattern generating circuitry for each motor pool existing in their 

vicinity (Chandler et al., 1990). Thus, it is unclear whether NMDA application activates 

CPG machinery in the brainstem to rhythmically activate motoneurons, or if NMDA 

directly causes rhythmic potentials in motoneurons due to their intrinsic properties. 

Unfortunately the in vitro preparation using NMDA has been the main method through 

which suckling circuitry has been investigated, resulting in a lack of clarity as to the 

sources of coordination in rhythmic suckling. 

1.1.4 Other orofacial behaviors 

A number of other orofacial behaviors exhibit rhythmic muscle activity. Licking 

shows a similar pattern of orofacial coordination as chewing behavior (Yamamoto et al., 

1982). Grooming also shows rhythmic coordinated jaw activations (Kobayashi et al., 

2002b), and breathing is coordinated with jaw and tongue muscle activity (Hollowell 
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and Suratt, 1989; Gestreau et al., 2005). Additionally, swallowing necessitates 

coordinated closing of the jaw, movement of the tongue, and activation of hyoid muscles 

(Uchida et al., 1994; Thexton et al., 1998). Licking and chewing cycles are both extended 

when swallowing occurs, indicating that swallowing circuitry can pause licking and 

chewing activity for the duration of the swallow (Kaplan and Grill, 1989; Naganuma et 

al., 2001). While many of these behaviors arise from specialized upstream signaling 

pathways (Travers et al., 1997; Feldman et al., 2013; Bolser et al., 2015), they ultimately 

converge on the premotor circuitry for jaw and tongue motoneurons, and may use 

similar neural mechanisms for coordination of these muscles. 

1.2 Neural control of jaw movements 

Coordination between orofacial muscles necessarily occurs via coordination of 

the activity of their motoneurons, located in the brainstem. A major difficulty in 

identifying principles governing coordination resides in an incomplete picture of the 

premotor circuitry for orofacial motoneurons, i.e. the set of neurons which send direct 

input to motoneurons. As such, a number of studies have aimed to localize jaw 

premotor neurons and characterize their neurotransmitter phenotypes in order to better 

understand how they might control jaw motoneuron activity. These anatomical studies 

built upon and drove further functional studies where neurons in many of these 

premotor regions were recorded during jaw movements, or during induction of 

rhythmic trigeminal nerve activity in in vitro preparations. 
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1.2.1 Anatomical evidence for coordination 

1.2.1.1 Retrograde tracing experiments 

One method used to identify the premotor circuitry for jaw muscles is the use of 

retrogradely travelling dyes or beads. Retrograde dyes come in a variety of colors and 

forms and are not only taken up by the neurons in the locus of injection, but also by 

neurons which send axons to or through the injection locus (Vercelli et al., 2000). The 

dyes and beads proceed to diffuse through these neurons to label their cell bodies. Thus, 

a map of many premotor neurons is generated, but at the cost of also labeling neurons 

which send axons of passage through the injection site. 

Retrograde dye experiments have provided a rough outline of the premotor 

circuitry for jaw muscles in the brainstem. Injections into the jaw-closing MoV and jaw-

opening digastric nucleus have revealed that the majority of putative jaw premotor 

neurons are located in the reticular nuclei of the pons and medulla, including the 

gigantocellular reticular nucleus (Gi), the intermediate reticular formation (IRt) and the 

parvocellular reticular nucleus (PCRt), as well as the reticular regions surrounding MoV 

(PeriV), including the supratrigeminal region (SupV), and dorsal principal trigeminal 

sensory nucleus (dPrV) (Figure 1A; rat: (Travers and Norgren, 1983); rabbit: (Kolta et al., 

2000); cat: (Yamamoto et al., 2007)). Putative premotor neurons are found bilaterally in 

all of these regions, suggesting that one method of left-right coordination may be 

achieved through contralaterally-projecting neurons. The similar spatial distributions of 
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jaw opening and jaw closing premotor populations suggests that these regions may 

participate in coordinating jaw muscle activity. 

An additional source of bilateral coordination may come from trigeminal 

interneurons in MoV. These neurons project to the contralateral MoV, and consist of a 

mixed population of GABAergic, glycinergic and glutamatergic neurons (McDavid et 

al., 2006). 

 

Figure 1: Implicated connectivity of selected nuclei in the brainstem. Shown are 

connectivity maps for MoV (A), MoXII (B), Rt-MoVII (C), and SupV (D) based on 

prior results. Regions which provide input to the bolded region are shown in orange. 

Regions which receive output from the bolded region are shown in blue. Regions 

which both send inputs to and receive output from the bolded region are shown in 

teal. Regions which have not yet been shown to be connected to bolded regions are 

shown in gray. In A, interneurons in MoV are suspected to provide inputs to PeriV 

and SupV, rather than motoneurons. Note the extent of interconnectivity between 

SupV and other premotor regions in D. 
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1.2.1.2 Retrograde virus experiments 

A more recent method of identifying premotor circuitry has been the use of 

transsynaptic retrograde viruses. These viruses infect motoneurons innervating the 

injected muscle and proceed to selectively infect presynaptic neurons through 

retrograde travel across the synapse (Ugolini, 1995; Fay and Norgren, 1997a; 

Wickersham et al., 2007a). This method enables specificity with regards to the injected 

muscle and additionally provides some level of synaptic specificity. However, in these 

experiments viral spread is essentially unrestrained. Monosynaptic versus disynaptic 

connections are discriminated by killing the animals at set time points after initial 

infection (Fay and Norgren, 1997a). However, these viruses cross stronger synapses 

more rapidly than weaker synapses, resulting in a potential source of confusion between 

weak monosynaptic and strong polysynaptic connectivity (Wickersham et al., 2007b; 

Zaidi et al., 2008). Nevertheless, researchers have used these viruses to try to gain a 

clearer picture of the premotor circuitry for jaw muscles. 

An impressive study by Fay and Norgren (1997a) was conducted using the 

pseudorabies virus to trace premotor circuitry of jaw-closing and jaw-opening 

motoneurons. In this study, pseudorabies virus primary infection labeled regions 

consistent with those labeled by retrograde dye injections including SupV, the pontine 

and medullary reticular nuclei, and dPrV. Additional labeling was also observed in the 

Kölliker fuse nucleus, and sparse labeling was observed in MesV. The only major 
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difference in labeling patterns between jaw-closing versus jaw-opening muscle injections 

was that jaw-opening injections showed no primary labeling in SupV, while all jaw-

closing muscles showed strong ipsi- and contralateral labeling of SupV (Fay and 

Norgren, 1997a). 

1.2.2 Nuclei implicated in coordinating jaw movements 

1.2.2.1 The reticular region dorsal to the facial motor nucleus 

Both retrograde tracer and retrograde virus studies implicate the reticular region 

dorsal to the facial motor nucleus (Rt-MoVII) as containing the majority of premotor 

neurons for both jaw-closing and jaw-opening motoneurons, suggesting that neurons in 

this region may send coordinated information to these opposing muscles. As such, Rt-

MoVII has been a focus of a number of anatomical and physiological studies to identify 

the neuronal phenotype of neurons in this region and their function in the production of 

jaw movements. 

Using retrograde dyes and immunohistochemistry, some Rt-MoVII neurons 

projecting to MoV have been identified as glutamatergic (Turman and Chandler, 1994), 

while others have been identified as GABAergic (Kolta et al., 2000) or glycinergic (Li et 

al., 1996). Neurons in the reticular brainstem also express markers for production of 

acetylcholine and nitrogen oxide, albeit in lower numbers (Travers et al., 2005). 

Physiological experiments have identified neurons in Rt-MoVII as sending 
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monosynaptic excitatory signals (Takamatsu et al., 2005), or inhibitory signals (Minkels 

et al., 1995) to MoV motoneurons. 

Rt-MoVII neurons project to other jaw premotor regions bilaterally, including the 

contralateral Rt-MoVII, SupV and PeriV, MdRt, MesV, central facial motor nucleus 

(MoVII), lateral paragigantocellular nucleus (LPGi), dorsal spinal trigeminal sensory 

nucleus interpolaris (SpVi), dorsal SpVc, hypoglossal motor nucleus (MoXII), vestibular 

nuclei, dorsal parabrachial nucleus (PBN), and ventral periaqueductal gray (PAG) 

(Figure 1C; (Minkels et al., 1991); (Ter Horst et al., 1991)). MesV (Lingenhohl and Friauf, 

1991), SupV and PeriV also send projections back to Rt-MoVII (Luo et al., 2001a), 

revealing a high degree of interconnectedness among these premotor regions (Figure 

1C). 

Neurons in this region (and others) are rhythmically active during rhythmic jaw 

movements such as chewing and licking (Yamamoto et al., 1989), and infusion of 

lidocaine into this region disrupts rhythmic trigeminal output (Chandler et al., 1990). 

These studies have led to the hypothesis that premotor neurons in Rt-MoVII relay 

rhythmic information onto jaw motoneurons. However, these rhythmically active 

neurons also receive signals of similar valence during rhythmic jaw movements as MoV 

motoneurons, such that Rt-MoVII neurons active during jaw-closing receive rhythmic 

excitatory and inhibitory input, while Rt-MoVII neurons active during jaw-opening 

receive only rhythmic excitatory input (Inoue et al., 1994). Thus these neurons could 
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receive the same rhythmic signals as MoV motoneurons from a common rhythm-

generating nucleus in addition to acting as a relay. 

1.2.2.2 The peritrigeminal and supratrigeminal regions 

Generally, similar findings have been found for SupV and the rest of the 

peritrigeminal zone (PeriV) as have been found for Rt-MoVII. Neurons in these regions 

which project to MoV can be alternatively glutamatergic (Turman and Chandler, 1994), 

GABAergic (Kolta et al., 2000), and glycinergic (Li et al., 1996). In fact, SupV neurons 

form glutamate-, GABA- and glycine-positive boutons onto MoV motoneurons (Paik et 

al., 2009). Physiological experiments have found that stimulating SupV excites MoV 

motoneurons (Takamatsu et al., 2005), while stimulating the alveolar nerve induces 

SupV-generated inhibitory currents in MoV motoneurons and central MoVII 

motoneurons (Minkels et al., 1995). Even earlier transection studies implicated neurons 

in SupV which receive monosynaptic bilateral sensory input from the tongue as 

inducing a monosynaptic inhibitory current in ipsilateral trigeminal motoneurons 

(Goldberg and Nakamura, 1968), implicating these neurons in the jaw-opening reflex. 

SupV and PeriV neurons are also rhythmically active during rhythmic jaw movements, 

which may highlight yet another role for these neurons in jaw control (Yamamoto et al., 

1989). 

Additionally, SupV and PeriV neurons are highly interconnected with other jaw 

and tongue premotor nuclei (Figure 1D). MdRt, MesV, and contralateral SupV all project 
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to SupV, and SupV neurons project to these regions (Rokx et al., 1986). MoV 

interneurons also project to SupV and PeriV (McDavid et al., 2006), suggesting that there 

may be reciprocal interactions between SupV and MoV interneurons. SupV neurons also 

project to MoXII bilaterally with a unilateral bias, as well as Rt-MoVII (Luo et al., 2001a). 

1.2.2.3 Mesencephalic trigeminal sensory neurons 

MesV neurons are a mixed population of primary trigeminal sensory neurons 

located in a vertical column in the midbrain. They consist of a population of spindle 

afferent neurons which receive input from muscle spindles in the masseter, as well as 

mechanosensory neurons which innervate the periodontal ligaments. These two 

populations of MesV neurons show slightly different projection patterns, but target 

similar regions in the brainstem (Nomura and Mizuno, 1985). MesV neurons have been 

shown to form boutons onto motoneurons in MoV, MoVII, MoXII, and the nucleus 

ambiguus (Zhang et al., 2012), suggesting that they play a role in orofacial coordination. 

Immunohistochemical staining in combination with retrograde dye injection into 

MoV revealed that MesV contains glutamatergic neurons that project to MoV (Turman 

and Chandler, 1994). These neurons have also been shown to project to SupV, PeriV, Rt-

MoVII, SpVi and SpV oralis (SpVo), and dPrV neurons that project to MoV (Luo et al., 

2001b). They also receive input from Rt-MoVII (Minkels et al., 1991) and receive 

axoaxonic GABAergic synapses within SupV, which could arise from local inhibitory 
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neurons (Bae et al., 1997). Thus, MesV neurons are wired to play a broad role in 

coordinating orofacial responses to sensory input. 

1.2.2.4 Other regions of interest 

Rt-MoVII, SupV and MesV are not the only premotor regions that have been 

studied in jaw movements. The dorsal PrV contains neurons which could participate in 

rhythmogenesis (Athanassiadis et al., 2005), and the SpVc has been implicated in 

relaying the jaw-opening reflex signal to SupV neurons (Li et al., 2005; Dong et al., 2011). 

Additionally, numerous brainstem and midbrain regions have been implicated in 

modulating the jaw-opening or jaw-closing reflexes through polysynaptic pathways, 

including the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) (Katayama et al., 1992), the red nucleus (RN) 

(Satoh et al., 2006b), and raphe magnus (Satoh et al., 2014). 

1.3 Neural control of tongue movements 

The tongue is a body composed of seven intermingled muscles which act 

together to change the location, shape, and force that the tongue exerts on objects within 

the oral cavity (Sawczuk and Mosier, 2001). Coordination between tongue muscles is 

thus necessary for proper function of the tongue. However, the tongue must also 

coordinate with the other orofacial muscles, as it participates in a large variety of 

orofacial behaviors, including chewing, swallowing, drinking, licking, breathing, 

vocalizing, and disgust responses, and acts as a primary sensory organ to deliver taste 

information to the brain (Gestreau et al., 2005). Due to its broad role in orofacial and 
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sensory behaviors, the tongue has been extensively studied in the literature. Its role in 

coordinated movement will be discussed here primarily in reference to jaw movements. 

1.3.1 Anatomical evidence for coordination 

1.3.1.1 Premotor circuitry of the tongue 

As with muscles of the jaw, premotor circuitry for MoXII motoneurons 

innervating muscles of the tongue have also been studied using both retrograde tracers 

and retrograde viruses. From these studies, it is clear that the majority of the input to 

hypoglossal motoneurons arise from MdRt and the caudal IRt, although SupV, PeriV, 

Rt-MoVII, and the LPGi also provide inputs (Figure 1B; (Dobbins and Feldman, 1995; 

Rekling et al., 2000)). MoXII motoneurons receive a much broader selection of 

neurotransmitter inputs than MoV motoneurons, including acetylcholine, substance P, 

enkephalin, and serotonin (Connaughton et al., 1986; Tribollet et al., 2001; Rukhadze and 

Kubin, 2007; Behan et al., 2012). Interneurons in MoV may send input to MoXII 

motoneurons which innervate the lateral branch (e.g. styloglossus), but not the medial 

branch (e.g. genioglossus) of the hypoglossal nerve, which implicate these neurons in 

the coordination of styloglossus and masseter activity (Dobbins and Feldman, 1995). 

1.3.1.2 Coordination between the tongue and other orofacial muscles 

Tongue and jaw muscles must be coordinated with muscles of the face and 

throat during a variety of behaviors, each of which has inspired its own field of research. 

During chewing behavior, hypoglossal motoneurons innervating tongue retractors and 
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protrusors receive alternating rhythmic excitatory input in coordination with jaw muscle 

activity (Sahara et al., 1988). Tongue protrusor muscles are rhythmically active during 

licking behavior in alternation with the jaw-opening digastric and the geniohyoid, while 

swallowing behavior requires the synchronized activation of both the tongue protruding 

styloglossus and the geniohyoid (Jean, 1984; Travers and Jackson, 1992; Sawczuk and 

Mosier, 2001). During suckling behavior tongue movement is coordinated with jaw, 

facial and hyoid muscle activity (Tamura et al., 1996). Hypoglossal neurons are also 

coordinated with breathing during the inspiratory phase of breathing, when the 

genioglossus is activated (Brouillette and Thach, 1980; Funk et al., 1993). In fact, during 

respiratory rhythms in vitro, left and right hypoglossal nerves exhibit bilateral 

synchronization, suggesting that left and right MoXII motoneurons receive a common 

excitatory drive (Peever and Duffin, 2001). 

1.3.2 Nuclei which may be involved in coordinating tongue and jaw 
movements 

1.3.2.1 The medullary reticular formation 

The medullary reticular formation (MdRt) adjacent to MoXII contains the 

majority of premotor neurons to MoXII (Dobbins and Feldman, 1995). Neurons in this 

region also project to MoV and central MoVII, and some may synapse onto both tongue 

protrusor and tongue retractor muscles, indicating that they may be involved in 

coordinating multiple orofacial muscles (Cunningham and Sawchenko, 2000; Travers 
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and Rinaman, 2002). Neurons in this region are rhythmically active during licking 

(Travers et al., 1997) and chewing (Sahara et al., 1996) and thus may relay rhythmic 

oromotor signals to MoXII motoneurons. Neurons in the pre-Bötzinger complex 

involved in respiratory pattern generation have been shown to project to the MdRt (Tan 

et al., 2010), and neurons in the nucleus of the solitary tract implicated in swallowing 

also project to MdRt premotor neurons (Fay and Norgren, 1997b; Bolser et al., 2015), 

suggesting that MdRt premotor neurons may coordinate inputs from multiple behaviors 

to send appropriate signals to MoXII motoneurons. 

1.3.2.2 The nucleus of the solitary tract 

The nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) is associated with sensation of the 

oropharyngeal surfaces, including taste sensation (Sawczuk and Mosier, 2001), and 

contains some neurons which project to MoXII (Fay and Norgren, 1997b). Stimulation of 

the lateral NTS induces licking and gaping behavior akin to that induced by bitter 

quinine (Kinzeler and Travers, 2008). Neurons in the interstitial NTS receive sensory 

input from nerves of the pharynx, larynx and oral cavity and are thought to initiate 

swallowing (Jean, 1984; Umezaki et al., 1998; Sawczuk and Mosier, 2001). Thus, neurons 

in the NTS are likely involved in coordinating both appetitive and aversive taste 

responses in orofacial muscles. 
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1.3.2.3 Other regions of interest 

Some neurons in SupV and PeriV project to MoXII, although to a lesser extent 

than MoV. These neurons are primarily glutamatergic (Travers et al., 2005), and form 

boutons opposing MoXII motoneurons bilaterally (Luo et al., 2001a). The additional fact 

that SupV neurons project to other MoXII premotor regions such as MdRt and MoVII-Rt 

(Luo et al., 2001a) suggests that these neurons likely participate in some level of jaw-

tongue coordination, perhaps with relation to the sensory induced jaw-opening reflex 

(Aeba et al., 2002). 

Rt-MoVII also provides input to MoXII (Dobbins and Feldman, 1995), some of 

which may synapse onto both tongue protruder and tongue retractor motoneurons 

(Travers and Rinaman, 2002). Such a population of neurons could be recruited during 

swallowing when retractor and protruder muscles are co-activated (Jean, 1984; 

Tomomune and Takata, 1988; Sawczuk and Mosier, 2001). Rt-MoVII is innervated by 

neurons in the deep cerebellar nucleus, which may enable coordination of activity 

between licking, breathing and other orofacial behaviors (Lu et al., 2013). Muscimol 

infusion into Rt-MoVII prevents licking and rejection behavior in rats but does not affect 

water spout investigation, suggesting that neurons in Rt-MoVII may participate in 

coordinating tongue and jaw movements involved in licking (Chen et al., 2001). 
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1.4 Coordination of multiple orofacial muscles 

1.4.1 Other orofacial muscles which must coordinate with the jaw and 
tongue 

Muscles of the tongue and jaw are not the only muscles that must be coordinated 

during orofacial behaviors. Muscles of the hyoid bone located in the neck such as the 

mylohyoid and thyrohyoid are active during swallowing, and the mylohyoid is also 

active during jaw opening such as occurs during licking or chewing (Uchida et al., 1994; 

Naganuma et al., 2001). Facial muscles, such as the buccinator which forms the lateral 

wall of the mouth, and the orbicularis oris of the lips are coordinated with jaw muscles 

during drinking and the reductory phase of chewing. The buccinator is rhythmically 

active just prior to masseter activation, and its activity is modulated depending on the 

side of active chewing, while the orbicularis oris is active during jaw-opening in a 

similar manner bilaterally (Ootaki et al., 2004; Hanawa et al., 2008; Dutra et al., 2010). 

Pharyngeal muscles are active during breathing and swallowing and must be 

coordinated with the tongue to maintain an airway unobstructed by food or liquid 

(Matsuo and Palmer, 2015), and laryngeal muscles must be coordinated with jaw and 

tongue muscles to enable vocalization (Jurgens, 2002). 
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1.4.2 Midbrain nuclei implicated in orofacial control 

Regions in the midbrain have been implicated in orofacial control, including the 

red nucleus (RN), dorsal mesencephalic reticular formation (dMRf), and the lateral 

periaqueductal gray (lPAG) and dorsal Raphé nuclei (DRN). 

Ablation of the dMRf along with the overlying superior colliculus has been 

shown to abolish rhythmic jaw movements induced by systemic application of 

apomorphine (a dopamine receptor agonist) (Chandler and Goldberg, 1984), and 

infusions of GABA antagonists into the dMRf induces gnawing and biting behavior in 

rats (Imperato and Di Chiara, 1981). Thus, the dMRf may play a role in initiating 

chewing or biting behavior driven by dopamine-activated circuitry. 

Activation of the red nucleus (RN) has been shown to alternatively bilaterally 

inhibit or facilitate the jaw-opening reflex depending on the intensity of sensory nerve 

stimulation (Satoh et al., 2003; Yajima et al., 2012; Satoh et al., 2013). When the jaw-

opening reflex is initiated by high-intensity stimulation of the alveolar nerve, 

stimulation of the RN inhibits this response. RN inhibition of the jaw-opening reflex is 

potentially mediated through recruitment of inhibitory neurons in the vestibular 

nucleus (Satoh et al., 2016), and the lateral reticular nucleus located in the ventrolateral 

brainstem (Satoh et al., 2006b).  

Alternatively, when the jaw-opening reflex is initiated by low-intensity 

stimulation of the inferior alveolar nerve, stimulation of the RN facilitates the reflex 
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(Satoh et al., 2003). Furthermore, when the RN is stimulated during certain types of 

cortically-induced rhythmic jaw movements there is an increase in masseter activity and 

jaw-closing irrespective of when the stimulation is administered during the cycle (Satoh 

et al., 2006a). Thus, the red nucleus plays distinct roles in modulating coordinated jaw 

closing and jaw opening activity dependent on how the jaw movements are initiated. 

The DRN and lateral PAG have also been implicated in inhibiting the jaw-

opening reflex, which could be relayed through the red nucleus (Satoh et al., 2014) via 

inhibition of pain-responsive neurons in SpVc (Andersen et al., 1978), or through the 

nucleus submedius (Zhang et al., 1999). 

1.4.3 Evidence for neurons targeting multiple motor pools 

Commissural neurons, or neurons which send axon collaterals across the 

midline, have been hypothesized to enable coordinated activity between left and right 

orofacial muscles (Ter Horst et al., 1990; Kamogawa et al., 1994). Some of these neurons 

project simultaneously to left and right homologous motor pools, while others project to 

multiple motor nuclei. Two-color retrograde dye tracing studies have identified neurons 

in SupV, Rt-MoVII, and dPrV projecting to bilateral MoV, bilateral MoVII, and bilateral 

MoXII (Rokx et al., 1986; Ter Horst et al., 1991; Li et al., 1993a), as well as unilaterally to 

every paired combination of these nuclei (Li et al., 1993b). Such neurons may coordinate 

activity among muscles that are active at similar phases of rhythmic orofacial behaviors, 

or coordinate sensory reflexes that activate multiple muscles in unison. For example, 
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SupV neurons which are activated by alveolar nerve stimulation induce inhibitory 

responses in both central MoVII and MoV motoneurons, which may coordinate 

inhibitory responses in jaw-closing and facial muscles during the jaw-opening reflex 

(Minkels et al., 1995). 

1.5 Lessons from spinal circuits that mediate limb muscle 
coordination 

1.5.1 Principles of locomotion and commonalities with rhythmic jaw 
movement 

1.5.1.1 Locomotion as a rhythmic behavior 

While any behavior requiring co-activation of multiple muscle groups 

necessitates coordination in motor control neural circuitry, locomotion is perhaps one of 

the most heavily studied of these. Like chewing, locomotion has primarily been studied 

using preparations of fictive locomotion where rhythmic output is recorded from the 

motor nerves of the limb rather than limb behavior itself. This behavior was classically 

studied in decerebrate cats, where fictive locomotion was induced via tonic stimulation 

of the mesencephalic locomotor nucleus (Zajac and Young, 1980), or via application of L-

DOPA and nialamide, an inhibitor of monoamine oxidases (Grillner and Zangger, 1979). 

Locomotor behavior involves the alternating activation of flexor and extensor 

muscles in the limbs driven by spinal motoneurons and is characterized by the leg 

alternating between a swing and a stance phase. The stance phase is the power phase of 

locomotion, as this is when the leg is pushing off of the ground. This phase can roughly 
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be compared to the jaw-closing phase of reductory chewing when the masseter muscle is 

activated. The swing phase of locomotion, then, resets the limb much like the jaw-opener 

muscles reset the jaw to enable another subsequent power phase (Gossard et al., 2011). 

1.5.1.2 Locomotion is modified by sensory feedback 

Locomotion also shares similarities with jaw movements in that rhythmogenesis 

does not require, but can be modified by sensory feedback (Brown, 1911). Stimulation of 

the tibial or sural nerves during fictive locomotion in the cat changes the locomotion 

cycle dependent on the phase of the cycle when the stimulus was applied and the type 

of stimulus. Low intensity stimulation (non-painful sensory input) will result in a bias of 

the movement towards the extension phase, while high intensity stimulation (painful 

sensory input) will result in a bias of movement towards the flexion phase (Duysens, 

1977).  

As the speed of locomotion increases, the cycle period of locomotion (from stance 

to swing to stance) decreases dramatically. Yet this change does not involve the 

generalized shortening of both phases of the cycle. Instead, there is only minimal change 

in the speed of the swing phase when flexors are active, while the majority of the time 

reduction comes from a decreased duration of the stance phase when extensors are 

active (Gossard et al., 2011). Interestingly, in spinal preparations without sensory input, 

the opposite is true, where flexion activation variation is correlated more with cycle 

period than extension activation variation (Gossard et al., 2011). This suggests that 
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sensory feedback may play a role in modulating phase-cycle dependencies during 

locomotion. 

1.5.2 Differences between rhythmic jaw and limb movements 

1.5.2.1 Differences in anatomical structure 

While limb muscle coordination during locomotion and jaw muscle coordination 

during rhythmic jaw movements both involve cycles of movements and modification of 

these cycles by sensory feedback, they are fundamentally different structures. Each limb 

contains a set of extensor and flexor muscles which moves the limb primarily in two 

dimensions. On the other hand, the jaw and tongue move in three dimensions and the 

orofacial region contains pairs of muscles which must be rhythmically coordinated 

bilaterally. Unlike the limb, the jaw is limited in its movement in the closing direction by 

contact between the upper and lower teeth, which prevents overextension of the 

digastric muscle. Perhaps as a consequence of this, no muscle spindles exist in the 

digastric muscle to sense digastric stretch despite the presence of these spindles in jaw-

closing muscles. This is in contrast to limb extensors and flexors which both contain 

muscle spindles and whose premotor neurons receive sensory afferent input (Prochazka 

and Ellaway, 2012). 

1.5.2.2 Differences in premotor signals 

Jaw motoneurons receive different patterns of signals than limb motoneurons, 

suggesting differences in the organization of their respective pattern generators 
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(Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). One major difference between these inputs is that jaw-

closing motoneurons receive a rhythmic inhibitory input during the jaw-opening phase 

of chewing in addition to a rhythmic excitatory input during the jaw-closing phase, 

while jaw-opening motoneurons only receive rhythmic excitatory input (Chandler and 

Goldberg, 1982). In contrast, limb motoneurons receive rhythmic excitatory and 

inhibitory inputs during locomotion (McCrea and Rybak, 2008). In rhythmic jaw 

movements, jaw-closing motoneuron rhythmic inhibition is thought to occur to negate 

the excitation of jaw-closing motoneurons induced by spindle-afferent MesV neurons as 

the jaw-closing muscles are stretched (Goldberg and Chandler, 1981). Additionally, due 

to the masseter being a much larger and stronger muscle than the digastric it is 

important that the two muscles are not co-activated during jaw-opening, as this could 

result in the digastric muscle tearing (Chandler and Goldberg, 1982). 

Pattern generation circuitry for spinal rhythm generation is thought to occur 

independently for each limb, with homologous muscles receiving signals from 

independent CPGs. Only through coordination of these CPGs can limb activity be 

coordinated (McCrea and Rybak, 2008). It is unclear whether pattern generation for 

rhythmic jaw movements occurs through muscle-specific CPGs or through behavior-

specific CPGs, such as the CPG for breathing and the CPG for swallowing which both 

coordinate the activity of multiple orofacial muscles. The CPG for rhythmic digastric 

activity appears to be shared for both the left and right digastric muscle, which is 
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contrary to the organization of spinal CPGs (Chandler et al., 1990). These differences 

indicate that neural control of rhythmic jaw movements may involve distinct circuit 

elements from those of locomotor movements, despite solving similar problems of 

coordination, rhythm generation, and modification by sensory feedback. 

1.6 Open questions and aims 

While EMG recordings indicate that orofacial coordination must occur 

somewhere in the premotor circuitry of the brainstem, there have been a limited number 

of studies investigating this question in the freely moving animal using modern 

techniques. While retrograde dye studies implicate some brainstem regions in premotor 

signaling, these techniques label neurons which send axons of passage through the 

motor nuclei or synapse onto interneurons in addition to neurons which synapse onto 

motoneurons, and don’t discriminate between different jaw or tongue muscles (Vercelli 

et al., 2000). Polysynaptic retrograde viruses provide muscle and synaptic specificity, but 

instead are limited in their ability to discriminate between strong polysynaptic 

connections and weaker monosynaptic connections (Wickersham et al., 2007b). These 

limitations have been equally prevalent in literature investigating both jaw and tongue 

muscle premotor circuitry. 

Thus, the first aim of this dissertation was to use a monosynaptic rabies virus in 

the mouse to isolate the premotor circuitry for the jaw-closing masseter muscle. I further 

identified changes in premotor circuitry which occur during the developmental 
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transition from suckling to chewing. Finally, I compared premotor circuitry of left and 

right masseter muscles in the same animal using monosynaptic rabies viruses expressing 

two differently colored fluorophores. These studies uncovered novel premotor nuclei 

and located premotor neurons which synapse onto both left and right masseter 

motoneurons, as well as identified neural substrates for coordination among multiple 

orofacial muscles. 

The second aim of this thesis was to use this same monosynaptic rabies virus to 

isolate the premotor circuitry for the tongue-protruding genioglossus muscle. In 

addition, genioglossus premotor populations were directly compared to masseter 

premotor populations in the same animal using the two-color monosynaptic rabies 

tracing technique. These studies uncovered novel premotor nuclei to tongue 

motoneurons and provided evidence for genioglossus premotor neurons in coordinating 

multiple orofacial muscles. Furthermore, this work revealed an anatomical organization 

of premotor neurons within caudal and rostral brainstem regions implicating these 

regions in distinct types of orofacial coordination. 

The third aim of this thesis was to further investigate the anatomical distribution 

and function of neurons projecting to left and right trigeminal motor pools. Using a 

novel technique involving the combination of a retrograde lentivirus and a split-Cre 

recombinase system, I isolated these bilaterally projecting neurons in the adult mouse, 

obtaining the first map of bilaterally projecting neurons, and further identifying other 
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projection targets of these neurons to multiple brainstem and midbrain regions. We 

identified the neurotransmitter profile of these neurons and further characterized their 

physiological effects on trigeminal motoneurons using slice electrophysiology. 

The fourth and final aim of this thesis was to investigate the influence that these 

bilaterally-projecting neurons had on natural jaw-closing behavior using optogenetic 

and chemicogenetic approaches. These studies identified bilaterally projecting neurons 

in SupV as essential for maintaining proper levels of bilateral masseter activation, and 

revealed dual roles for these neurons in controlling masseter activity. 

Together these studies have implications for premotor control and coordination 

of orofacial behavior in part through the use of premotor neurons projecting to multiple 

motoneuron pools. 
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2. Anatomical investigation of the masseter premotor 
circuit 

2.1 Introduction and rationale 

A number of studies have painted a rough landscape of premotor circuitry for 

jaw motoneurons. Retrograde tracing studies using retrograde dyes or viruses have 

implicated a number of regions in sending input to MoV, and physiology experiments 

have found evidence that some of these regions contain neurons which synapse directly 

onto jaw motoneurons located there. However, this picture is far from complete, and 

current tracing techniques have the power to reveal a more complete understanding of 

the premotor synaptic inputs to a given muscle. 

The most effective technique currently available to accomplish this task is the 

monosynaptic rabies virus. This virus expresses a fluorescent protein instead of the 

glycoprotein necessary for transsynaptic spread of the virus, thus labeling all primary 

infected cells with the fluorescent protein. If these cells are made to express the rabies 

glycoprotein either genetically or through viral injections, this protein complements the 

monosynaptic rabies virus enabling secondary spread to presynaptic neurons. 

In this chapter, I investigate the premotor circuitry of the jaw-closing masseter 

muscle using the monosynaptic rabies virus in a genetic mouse line which expresses the 

rabies glycoprotein in all cholinergic neurons, including primary motoneurons. These 

experiments reveal a number of nuclei previously not known to synapse onto masseter 
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motoneurons, and reveal anatomical substrates for coordination of multiple orofacial 

muscle groups. The results from this chapter and Chapter 3 have been previously 

published as an article in eLife (Stanek 4th et al., 2014). 

2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Animals and tracing paradigm 

We employed a previously described monosynaptic rabies-virus-based technique 

(Wickersham et al., 2007a; Callaway, 2008; Arenkiel and Ehlers, 2009) adapted to 

selectively trace neurons that directly synapse onto primary motoneurons (Stepien et al., 

2010; Takatoh et al., 2013).  Briefly, we used a knock-in mouse line containing CAG-loxP-

STOP-loxP-rabies-G-IRES-TVA at the Rosa26 locus (RΦGT) (Takatoh et al., 2013) crossed 

with a mouse line that expresses Cre recombinase under the control of the choline-

acetyl-transferase (ChAT) gene (Chat::Cre mouse, JAX Stock #006410). The resultant 

male and female pups were heterozygous for both alleles (Chat::Cre;RΦGT), and thus 

expressed the rabies glycoprotein (rabies-G) in all cholinergic neurons, including 

motoneurons (Figure 2B).  Injection of a rabies virus expressing a fluorophore in place of 

the glycoprotein (green: ΔG-RV-EGFP; or red: ΔG-RV-mCherry) (Wickersham et al., 

2007b) into the primary muscle (jaw-closing masseter, Figure 2A) infected motoneurons 

targeting that muscle (Figure 2C, left).  Animals which showed infection of the overlying 

skin as evident by fluorescence were excluded from analysis. Subsequent 
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complementation of this virus by rabies-G in motoneurons enabled transsynaptic, 

retrograde travel of the virus into presynaptic partners (Figure 2C, right). 

 

Figure 2: Schematics detailing the premotor circuit tracing strategy. A, 

Illustration of the masseter muscle where virus was injected in this study. B, Genetic 

cross used in this study.  Arrow indicates action of Cre recombinase on the RΦGT 

locus enabling rabies-G expression in motoneurons. C, ΔG-RV injection into a 

selected muscle results in infection of motor axons innervating that muscle. 

Complementation of the virus with endogenous rabies-G in motoneurons results in 

transsynaptic retrograde labeling of premotor neurons. Retrograde passage is halted 

at one synapse due to lack of complementation in premotor neurons.  Inset, Pups were 
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injected at post-natal day 1 (P1), and their brainstems were analyzed at post-natal day 

8 (P8). 

The monosynaptic rabies virus is deficient for the rabies-G in its genome, 

resulting in an inability for the virus to spread into presynaptic neurons of the source 

infected cells unless it is complimented (Etessami et al., 2000). Rabies virus infects 

neurons likely through binding to the neuronal cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) or other 

neuronal receptors irrespective of neurotransmitter phenotype, size, or morphology, 

enabling an unbiased assessment of presynaptic populations (Thoulouze et al., 1998; 

Ugolini, 2010). 

As a caveat to our premotor tracing strategy, if any premotor neurons expressed 

ChAT, the rabies virus could be complemented again, resulting in spurious two-step 

labeling. A previous study has reported small numbers of cholinergic neurons in the 

intermediate reticular region of the brainstem that project to MoV and MoXII (Travers et 

al., 2005). To investigate whether there were any ChAT+ masseter premotor neurons 

labeled in our experiments, we conducted anti-ChAT immunostaining on samples 

infected with rabies. We found that only ~1-3 cells in the reticular regions in the samples 

we examined were labeled (Figure 3). Additionally, such rare labeling was inconsistent 

in terms of rostral-caudal position across samples, suggesting that secondary jumping 

from such neurons would be very sparse with inconsistent labeling patterns. We 
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therefore focused our quantification and analysis on the premotor regions consistently 

labeled across all samples. 

 

Figure 3: Extremely rare labeling of ChAT+ premotor neurons in the masseter 

premotor tracing study. The brains from monosynaptic rabies tracing experiments 

were immunostained for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT). Such rare labeling was 

inconsistent between samples, and could account for some of the sporadic, 

inconsistent labeling observed between mice (See Table 2). 

2.2.2 Viral injections 

ΔG-RV was prepared and injected as previously described (Takatoh et al., 2013). 

Briefly, male and female mouse pups at postnatal day 1 (P1) were anesthetized by 

hypothermia, and were injected with 200-400nL of ΔG-RV into the masseter muscle 

(Figure 2A). One week post-infection (Figure 2C, inset), mice were deeply anesthetized, 

transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 1X phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS), post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution 
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in PBS.  Brain samples were embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature compound 

(OCT, Tissue-Tek) and frozen for at least 24h at -80°C. Optimal survival times for 

maximal labeling were assessed prior to collection of results. Periods longer than one 

week resulted in an increase in glial infiltration and cell debris in the motor nuclei 

suggesting massive cell death, while periods shorter than 5-6 days post infection 

resulted in a significant decrease in transsynaptically labeled neurons. 

2.2.3 Histology 

Tissue preparation and immunostaining were conducted as previously described 

(Takatoh et al., 2013).  80µm thick sections were analyzed for tracing results, while 

ChAT immunostained samples were sectioned at 60µm. Antibodies used were: goat 

anti-ChAT (1:1000, Millipore), rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000, Abcam), rabbit anti-RFP (1:1000, 

Rockland), Alexa488 anti-rabbit (1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch), Alexa594 anti-goat 

(1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch), Alexa488 anti-goat (1:1000, Jackson 

ImmunoResearch). In situ hybridization was performed as previously described with 

each probe being applied to every sixth 20µm thick section (Hasegawa et al., 2007).  

GAD1, GAD2, GlyT2, vGluT2, and Tph2 probes were created as previously described 

(Takatoh et al., 2013). All probes were chosen based on whether they are known to be 

expressed in the brainstem regions of interest as seen in samples from the Allen Brain 

Atlas at www.brain-map.org. In addition to immunostaining and in situ hybridization, 

all sections were stained with DAPI (1:2000) to visualize the nuclei of all cells. 

http://www.brain-map.org/
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2.2.4 Image acquisition and quantitative analysis 

Samples were imaged as previously described (Takatoh et al., 2013) using a Zeiss 

710 inverted confocal microscope at 20X resolution. High resolution bouton images were 

obtained as 100X z-stacks.  Full-field views of axon collaterals entering central facial and 

contralateral trigeminal nuclei were obtained using a Zeiss inverted epifluorescent 

microscope at 10X resolution. 

Infected premotor neurons in each of the brainstem areas were counted manually 

through serial sections. At least 5 animals were used for quantification.  Final results 

were reported as percent of total premotor neurons labeled, thus normalizing each value 

to the overall infection level of that sample. Means were calculated from five samples 

each with primary infection of the masseter.  All data is presented as mean percent of 

total neurons labeled ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

2.3 Masseter premotor circuitry revealed by monosynaptic 
rabies tracing 

As described in the materials and methods and schematically illustrated in 

Figure 2, we have developed a mouse line, Chat::Cre; RGT, that enables us to inject 

deficient rabies virus (ΔG-RV) into desired muscles resulting in transsynaptic tracing of 

the corresponding premotor circuitry in neonatal mice (Takatoh et al., 2013). The 

masseter is the primary jaw-closing muscle and is innervated by motoneurons located in 

the trigeminal motor nucleus (MoV). Masseter activity is coordinated with other muscles 
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in multiple orofacial behaviors including suckling, chewing, biting, and vocalization 

(Travers et al., 1997). To investigate the premotor circuitry controlling the masseter 

motoneurons, we injected ΔG-RV-EGFP into the left masseter of P1 Chat::Cre; RGT 

mouse pups (Figure 2).  Seven days later at P8 (P1P8 tracing), we serial sectioned and 

imaged the brains to visualize the transsynaptically labeled masseter premotor neurons. 

Figures 4-5 shows representative images from selected labeled regions. As a 

summary of the key findings, the masseter premotor circuitry contains: (1) extensive 

populations of neurons located bilaterally in the brainstem intermediate reticular (IRt) 

and lateral reticular nuclei (MdRt, PCRt), extending from caudal (Figure 4A) to rostral 

(Figures 4B, 5B) regions; (2) a large number of proprioceptive trigeminal mesencephalic 

neurons (MesV) (Figure 5D), and scattered second-order sensory-related neurons in the 

rostral and dorsal trigeminal brainstem nuclei (SpO, dPrV, Figure 5B, 5C); (3) numerous 

neurons in the region surrounding MoV (Figure 5C); (4) neurons in deep cerebellar 

nuclei – in particular the fastigial nucleus (DCN, Figure 5A), midbrain reticular 

formation (dMRf,  Figure 5E) and the red nucleus (RN, Figure 5F); and (5) sparse and 

sporadically labeled neurons in midline and other regions, including interneurons 

located in ipsi- and contralateral MoV (Table 2). 
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Figure 4: Representative images of labeled jaw premotor neurons after ΔG-RV 

injection into the left masseter muscle. A, Caudal brainstem showed labeling 

primarily in the caudal intermediate reticular formation (IRt-c) and medullary 

reticular formation (MdRt). B, Rostral brainstem at the level of the facial motor 

nucleus (MoVII) showed extensive labeling in the rostral IRt (IRt-r) and some 

labeling in the gigantocellular (Gi) and parvocellular (PCRt) reticular formation. 

Insets, Labeled neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus oralis (SpVo) and the lateral 

paragigantocellular nucleus (LPGi). This region of the brainstem contained extensive 

axon collaterals crossing the midline. Stereotaxic maps for this and all subsequent 

figures were obtained from the Allen Brain Institute website: www.brain-map.org. 
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Figure 5: Representative images of other brainstem and midbrain regions containing 

labeled jaw premotor neurons after ΔG-RV injection into the left masseter muscle. 

Other premotor neuron groups included: the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN, A); the 

dorsal principal trigeminal sensory nucleus (dPrV, B); the motor trigeminal nucleus 

(MoV, primary infection) and surrounding trigeminal regions (collectively, PeriV) (C); 

the mesencephalic sensory nucleus (MesV), which extended from MoV to dorsal to 

the periaqueductal grey (PAG) (D); the dorsal midbrain reticular formation (dMRf, E); 

and the red nucleus (RN, F). Displayed side of the brainstem is indicated in each 

panel. 
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Table 2: Description and quantification of the distribution of masseter 

premotor neurons. Extensive bilateral labeling in both caudal (level of MoXII; MdRt, 

IRt-c) and rostral (caudal MoXII to caudal MoV; IRt-r, PCRt) reticular regions was 

observed. Trigeminal sensory related nuclei labeling primarily included MesV, 

comprised of jaw muscle proprioceptive and periodontal sensory neurons, and rostral 

trigeminal sensory nuclei (SpVo, dPrV, and PeriV). Labeling in MesV and SpVo 

showed a strong ipsilateral bias. Nuclei implicated in descending control were 

labeled, consisting of contralateral DCN and RN, and ipsilateral dMRf, as well as the 

LPGi. We also found scattered and sparse labeling of premotor neurons in the Gi, 

interneuron labeling in the contralateral MoV, lateral reticular formation, pre-

Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC), medial vestibular nucleus, raphe magnus nucleus, 

raphe pallidus nucleus, dorsal medial tegmental nucleus, and pontine reticular 

nucleus. However the labeling pattern and number of neurons in these nuclei were 

few and not consistent across animals. Percentage of total premotor neurons in a 

region was calculated within sample (thereby normalizing values to tracing efficacy), 

and subsequent values were averaged across five mice.  All values are averages ± 

SEM. 

Premotor Region % Ipsilateral % Contralateral 

Reticular Regions 

Medullary Reticular Formation, 

Caudal Intermediate Reticular Formation 

5.65 ± 0.76 5.45 ± 0.69 

Rostral Intermediate Reticular Formation 19.41 ± 1.61 14.68 ± 1.22 

Parvocellular Reticular Formation 13.43 ± 0.98 5.32 ± 0.32 

Lateral Paragigantocellular Nucleus 0.44 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.02 

Trigeminal Sensory Regions 

Mesencephalic Sensory Nucleus 16.81 ± 3.98 1.11 ± 0.35 

Peri-Trigeminal Zone 8.16 ± 0.59 1.91 ± 0.22 

Dorsal Principal Trigeminal Sensory Nucleus 2.47 ± 0.70 1.31 ± 0.37 

Spinal Trigeminal Nucleus, Oralis 1.78 ± 0.21 0.31 ± 0.08 

Descending Control Regions 

Dorsal Midbrain Reticular Formation 0.45 ± 0.21 0.08 ± 0.03 

Deep Cerebellar Nuclei 0.18 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.06 

Red Nucleus 0.01 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.12 

 

A much more detailed description and quantification of the labeling results for 

each anatomical location is shown in Table 2 (n=5 mice). Note that due to the dense 
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labeling of motoneurons, as well as all axon projections from labeled premotor neurons, 

we could not accurately quantify numbers of interneurons inside the ipsilateral MoV.  

Labeling in all other regions is quantified (Table 2). 

2.4 Molecular characterization of masseter premotor neurons 

Because the rostral portion of this region between the inferior olive and MoV is 

thought to contain CPGs for jaw and tongue movements (Chandler and Tal, 1986; Lund, 

1991; Nakamura and Katakura, 1995; Morquette et al., 2012), we wanted to determine 

the potential output signs of labeled premotor neurons. To do this, we conducted a 

series of in situ hybridization experiments to examine the neurotransmitter phenotypes 

while simultaneously immunostaining for EGFP expressed in ΔG-RV-EGFP labeled 

premotor neurons. We focused our analysis on known markers for glutamatergic 

neurons (vesicular glutamate transporter 2: vGluT2), GABAergic neurons (glutamic acid 

decarboxylase 1 and 2: GAD1 and GAD2 mixed probe (GAD1/2)), and glycinergic 

neurons (glycine transporter 2: GlyT2). We additionally tested neurons for tryptophan 

hydroxylase 2 (Tph2) expression as a marker for serotoninergic neurons, since we found 

some premotor neurons in the midline Raphé which is a source of serotonin in the brain. 

We performed these in situ-immuno analyses on brain samples seven days post 

ΔG-RV injection.  We found that the masseter premotor neurons in IRt are of mixed 

transmitter phenotypes, i.e. they can be either excitatory (vGluT2+), or inhibitory 

(GAD1/2+ or GlyT2+) (Figure 6A-D). These mixed phenotypes are also true for premotor 
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neurons in most other regions in brainstem (data not shown). Due to viral toxicity, a 

portion of GFP+ neurons in these regions did not hybridize with any markers. Therefore 

we could not reliably quantify the relative percentage of each type of neuron. However, 

in all samples examined, we only detected vGluT2+ neurons in the cerebellar DCN and 

the midbrain dMRf (Figure 6E-F), with a notable absence of GAD1/2+ or GlyT2+ neurons 

in these regions (data not shown) suggesting that the descending inputs from 

cerebellum and midbrain to jaw motoneurons are primarily excitatory. 

 

Figure 6: Neurotransmitter phenotypes of labeled masseter premotor neurons. In situ 

hybridization in combination with rabies tracing showing glycinergic (A), GABAergic 

(B), and glutamatergic (C) premotor neurons.  Serotoninergic neurons were found in 

the midline Raphé (D). Premotor neurons observed in descending regions, including 

the dMRf (E) and DCN (F) were glutamatergic. 
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2.5 Developmental changes in the masseter premotor circuitry 

The masseter premotor neurons revealed here through P1P8 tracing likely 

reflect the circuits controlling suckling at this early stage, because chewing movements 

in mice emerge around post-natal day 12 (Westneat and Hall, 1992). On the other hand, 

previous studies have found that during the development of chewing, glycine switches 

from providing excitatory to inhibitory input onto motoneurons (Inoue et al., 2007; 

Nakamura et al., 2008). Thus, it is possible that the same circuitry is used to produce 

rhythmic suckling early in life and rhythmic chewing later in development (Langenbach 

et al., 1992; Westneat and Hall, 1992; Morquette et al., 2012). 

To investigate whether there might be developmental changes in the masseter 

premotor circuitry after chewing has begun, we conducted monosynaptic rabies-

mediated tracing at P8 and sampled at P15 (P8P15 tracing) (Figure 7). A much lower 

efficiency of motoneuron infection from peripheral injection was observed at this later 

stage (19±4 motoneurons labeled in P8 injected animals; 35±6 motoneurons labeled in P1 

injected animals; mean ± SEM, n=3 samples per group), and the overall number of 

labeled premotor neurons was drastically reduced. Despite this, the labeled neurons 

were distributed in similar locations as those observed in P1P8 tracing (Figure 7B-D). 

Interestingly, in contrast to other regions, the number of labeled premotor neurons in the 

lateral perigigantocellular (LPGi) nucleus increased (Figure 7E). When normalized 

against the number of infected motoneurons, twice as many LGPi neurons were labeled 
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in P8P15 tracing (Figure 7F), suggesting more LPGi neurons form synapses with 

motoneurons, or individual LPGi neurons form synapses with more motoneurons. Due 

to the overall inefficiency of infection and transsynaptic spreading in P8 or older 

animals, all other tracing results were obtained from P1P8 tracing experiments. 

 

Figure 7: The masseter premotor circuit contains more LPGi neurons in older pups. A, 

Schematic illustrating monosynaptic rabies-mediated tracing of the masseter 

premotor circuit in older pups (P8P15 tracing). Rabies containing mCherry (red) was 

injected into the left masseter of P8 Chat-Cre::RGΦT pups; brainstem samples were 

obtained at P15. (B-E), Stereotypic labeling of the P15 masseter premotor circuit. B, 

Premotor neurons were similarly observed in the rostral IRt and PCRt, but an 

increased number of neurons in the LPGi was observed in P8P15 tracing (arrow; 

compare to Figure 2B, inset). Other labeling included: the MdRt (C); MesV (D); and 
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the region surrounding MoV (E). F, The number of LPGi neurons connected to 

masseter motoneurons increases during development. The ratio of LPGi neurons to 

primary motoneurons labeled in MoV was calculated for each sample. n=3 mice per 

group, all values are averages ± SEM. 

2.6 Two-color bilateral transsynaptic tracing revealed bilaterally 
projecting premotor neurons 

Jaw movement is frequently temporally symmetric on the left and right side 

presumably because the mandible is joined by ligaments at the midline. Trigeminal 

motoneurons do not themselves project bilaterally to enable such coordination 

(Shigenaga et al., 1988). Previously, there have been observations of commissural 

interneurons located inside MoV projecting to the contralateral MoV (Appenteng and 

Girdlestone, 1987; Ter Horst et al., 1990; Juch et al., 1993; McDavid et al., 2006), raising 

the possibility that these MoV interneurons might play critical role in left-right 

symmetry.  We also observed labeled interneurons in the contralateral MoV in our 

tracing, however this labeling was very sparse (see Figure 8E, F, arrow heads).  

Additionally, previous studies using retrograde dyes have labeled some reticular 

neurons projecting to both the left and right MoV, suggesting that bilateral coordination 

may also arise from inputs other than MoV interneurons (Kamogawa et al., 1994; 

Yoshida et al., 2005). Our finding that masseter motoneurons on one side receive 

extensive premotor inputs from both ipsi- and contralateral reticular (Rt) neurons 

(Figure 4) suggests that premotor neurons in the reticular formation may be involved in 

producing synchronized and symmetric jaw motor activity on both sides. 
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As the monosynaptic rabies virus expresses fluorescent protein at high levels, 

axon terminals of viral infected neurons can be clearly visualized. When premotor 

neurons were labeled from viral injection into the left masseter muscle, we found that 

the right MoV nucleus was covered by fluorescently labeled axons (e.g. Figure 8G), 

indicating that many premotor neurons project to motor nuclei on both sides. This is 

consistent with previous dye tracing studies (Kamogawa et al., 1994; Yoshida et al., 2005; 

Kondo et al., 2006). However, because MoV contains both motoneurons and 

interneurons (Appenteng and Girdlestone, 1987; Ter Horst et al., 1990; Juch et al., 1993; 

McDavid et al., 2006), it is possible that these bilaterally projecting premotor neurons 

synapse with motoneurons on the ipsilateral side, and with interneurons on the 

contralateral side. To determine whether at least some of the contralateral projections 

directly innervate motoneurons, we used anti-ChAT immunostaining to visualize 

motoneurons in ΔG-RV-EGFP labeled brains. Indeed, numerous GFP+ boutons from 

labeled left masseter premotor neurons directly contacting ChAT+ motoneurons in the 

right MoV (Figure 8G, H). 
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Figure 8: Evidence for the presence of bilaterally-projecting masseter premotor 

neurons. (A-F), Simultaneous tracing of left (ΔG-RV-EGFP, green) and right (ΔG-RV-

mCherry, red) masseter premotor neurons. Yellow cells, which indicate bilaterally-

projecting premotor neurons, were observed in many brainstem regions (arrows 

indicate some examples) including: IRt-c (A); IRt-r and Gi (B); PCRt and the dorsal 

reticular region (dRt) (C); MesV, with a magnified (1.5X) view of the upper double-

labeled neuron highlighting its morphology, characteristic of primary afferent 

neurons in MesV (D); and dPrV and the peri-trigeminal region (PeriV) (E, F).  

Additionally, premotor interneurons were found in the contralateral MoV (arrow 
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heads E, F). Displayed side of the brainstem is indicated in each panel. (G-H), ChAT-

immunostained (red) contralateral MoV showing extensive innervation from labeled 

ipsilateral masseter premotor axons (green). The boxed region in G, and a line scan 

(right) of an orthogonal slice at the yellow dotted line are shown in H. 

To further confirm the existence of neurons presynaptic to motoneurons on both 

sides, as well as identify the locations of these neurons in the jaw premotor circuitry, we 

injected the left masseter of P1 Chat::Cre; RGT pups with ΔG-RV-EGFP (green), and 

the right masseter of the same pups with ΔG-RV-mCherry (red). Thus, if any premotor 

neuron provided monosynaptic input to both the equivalent left and right masseter 

motoneurons, it would be labeled by both red and green ΔG-RV, thereby appearing 

yellow. We observed many double-labeled yellow neurons in most of the premotor 

nuclei, including many in the caudal and rostral reticular formation (Figure 8A-C), a few 

primary proprioceptive neurons in the trigeminal mesencephalic nucleus (MesV) as 

distinguished from interneurons by their large spherical unipolar cell bodies (Lazarov 

and Chouchkov, 1995; Verdier et al., 2004) (Figure 8D and inset), neurons in dorsal 

principle trigeminal nucleus (dPrV) (Figure 8C, 8E-F), and neurons in the region above 

dPrV (dRt) (Figure 8C, 8F). The number of double-labeled neurons was relatively few 

(~8%). However, this is likely a significant under-representation. The masseter is a large 

muscle, and the chances of virus infecting functionally equivalent muscle fibers on both 

sides are very low. Additionally when taking into account the stochastic nature of viral 

spreading at the synapses, the actual number of bilateral-projecting premotor neurons 
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could be much higher than what we observed. The presence of premotor neurons 

innervating motoneurons on both sides throughout the jaw premotor circuitry provides 

a simple mechanism for directly synchronizing bilateral motoneuron activities. 

2.7 Masseter premotor neurons also project to other oromotor 
neurons 

Previous studies using retrograde tracers discovered the existence of neurons 

which project to both MoV and MoXII nuclei (Amri et al., 1990; Li et al., 1993b; Travers 

et al., 2005). The masseter exhibits some degree of synchronous activity with tongue-

retractor muscles during feeding behavior (Kakizaki et al., 2002), although they are not 

as tightly coordinated as the digastric and genioglossus muscles. Tongue-retractor 

motoneurons are located in the dorsal MoXII, as compared to tongue protrusor 

genioglossus motoneurons which are located in the ventral MoXII (McClung and 

Goldberg, 1999). We thus re-examined the MoXII in ChAT-immunostained sections after 

ΔG-RV infection of the left masseter muscle (Figure 9A-D). We found that indeed a few 

masseter premotor axons specifically innervated dorsal MoXII (Figure 9A, C), and 

formed boutons opposing both contralateral and ipsilateral motoneurons located in this 

region (Figure 9B, D). Thus, shared premotor neurons innervating both jaw-closing and 

some tongue-retracting motoneurons could indeed facilitate the co-activation of these 

two muscles. 
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Figure 9: Premotor axon boutons onto ChAT+ motoneurons revealing direct premotor 

control of multiple motor groups. A, ChAT-immunostained left MoXII showing 

innervation from labeled left masseter premotor axons. B, the boxed region in A, and 

a line scan (right) of an orthogonal slice at the yellow dotted line in A. C, ChAT-

immunostained right MoXII showing innervation from labeled left masseter 

premotor axons. D, the boxed region in C, and a line scan (right) of an orthogonal slice 

at the yellow dotted line in C. 
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3. Anatomical investigation of the genioglossus 
premotor circuit 

3.1 Introduction and rationale 

The premotor circuitry for muscles of the tongue has been studied using similar 

techniques as for muscles of the jaw. This results in a similarly rough sketch of the set of 

nuclei which send inputs to hypoglossal motoneurons, let alone to individual muscles. 

In this chapter, I took advantage of the monosynaptic rabies virus as in Chapter 2 

to investigate the premotor circuitry of the tongue-protruding genioglossus. These 

experiments revealed both known and novel premotor nuclei to genioglossus 

motoneurons, and reveal anatomical substrates for coordination of multiple orofacial 

muscle groups. Additionally, I directly compared these inputs to those of masseter 

motoneurons in a two-color monosynaptic rabies tracing experiment, identifying nuclei 

which are anatomically organized to coordinate between jaw-closing and tongue-

protruding muscles, and others which may play more specific roles in a single orofacial 

behavior. 

3.2 Methodology 

Materials and methods used to investigate the premotor circuit for the 

genioglossus muscle of the tongue were identical to those described in Section 2.2 used 

to investigate the premotor circuit for the masseter muscle. 
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3.3 Genioglossus premotor circuitry revealed by monosynaptic 
rabies tracing 

Suckling in neonates and chewing later in life involve not only coordination of 

bilateral jaw muscles, but also coordination between muscles of the jaw, the lips, and the 

tongue (Naganuma et al., 2001; Thexton et al., 2004). We next wanted to map the 

premotor circuitry controlling the tongue, which is innervated by motoneurons located 

in the hypoglossal motor nucleus (MoXII). The genioglossus is the main tongue 

protruding muscle. Partly due to its ease of access, the genioglossus has been a primary 

target for many previous studies investigating orofacial behaviors, including chewing, 

suckling, and licking (Gerstner and Goldberg, 1991; Sawczuk and Mosier, 2001; Kakizaki 

et al., 2002).  During rhythmic chewing, the genioglossus and masseter are activated 

with the same rhythm but in opposite phases, because activation of both at once could 

result in biting of the tongue. We investigated the premotor circuitry of the genioglossus 

motoneurons using a similar method as described for the masseter motoneurons (Figure 

2). ΔG-RV-EGFP was injected into the left genioglossus muscle of the tongue (Figure 10). 

However, due to the small size of the tongue in P1 mice and the amount of virus 

necessary to infect motor axons, in most animals some of the virus injected to the left 

side unavoidably spread to the right genioglossus. Thus, it was not feasible to map the 

premotor inputs solely to the genioglossus on one side. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of injection site for genioglossus premotor tracing. 

As in the masseter premotor tracing study, we also found evidence for sparse 

labeling of ChAT+ genioglossus premotor neurons (Figure 11). These neurons were rare 

and inconsistent in their rostral-caudal location across samples. We therefore focused 

our quantification and analysis on the premotor regions consistently labeled across all 

samples. 
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Figure 11: Extremely rare labeling of ChAT+ premotor neurons in the genioglossus 

premotor tracing study. The brains from monosynaptic rabies tracing experiments 

were immunostained for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT). Such rare labeling was 

inconsistent between samples, and could account for some of the sporadic, 

inconsistent labeling observed between mice (See Table 3). 

Figures 12-13 show representative labeling patterns from selected brainstem 

regions. As a summary of the key findings, the genioglossus premotor circuitry contains: 

(1) a large population of premotor neurons located bilaterally in the intermediate 

reticular formation (IRt), with fewer neurons in the lateral side of the reticular formation 

(in PCRt) (Figure 12A-C); (2) premotor neurons located in trigeminal sensory nuclei 

mainly in caudal brainstem (SpVc, Figure 12A), and a few in dPrV (Figure 13B) and 

MesV (Figure 13C), as well as taste-related neurons in the nucleus of solitary tract (NTS, 

Figure 12A-B); (3) neurons in the deep cerebellar nucleus (DCN, Figure 13A) and 
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midbrain reticular formation (dMRf, Figure 13D), which likely provide descending 

inputs; and (4) scattered cells in the midline and other brainstem structures (Table 3). A 

much more detailed description and quantification of the labeling results for each 

anatomical location are shown in Table 3 (n=5 mice). 
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Figure 12: Representative images of labeled tongue premotor neurons after ΔG-RV 

injection into the left genioglossus muscle. A, Caudal brainstem at the level of the 

hypoglossal motor nucleus (MoXII), illustrating primary infection of the left MoXII, 

and extensive labeling in IRt-c, in the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc), and 

sparse labeling in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS). B, Brainstem between MoXII 

and MoVII showing extensive bilateral labeling in the IRt-r, with sparse labeling in 
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the NTS, PCRt, Gi, and pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) below the nucleus 

ambiguus (NA). C, Rostral brainstem at the level of MoVII, showing labeling in the 

IRt-r and extending into the PCRt. Additionally, bilateral labeling of the LPGi is 

visible (inset).  Labeled premotor axon collaterals are visible invading the central 

MoVII (arrow). 

 

Figure 13: Representative images of other brainstem and midbrain regions containing 

labeled tongue premotor neurons after ΔG-RV injection into the left genioglossus 

muscle. Labeled premotor neurons were found in: the DCN (A); dPrV, dRt and PeriV 

(B); MesV (C); and dMRf (D). Genioglossus premotor labeling was weaker in the 

DCN and stronger in bilateral dMRf and LPGi as compared to masseter premotor 

labeling. Note the dense innervation of the anterior digastric motor nucleus (Dig) 

with premotor axons (B, arrow). Displayed side of the brainstem is indicated in each 

panel. 
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Table 3: Description and quantification of the distribution of genioglossus premotor 

neurons. Extensive bilateral labeling was observed in a concentrated band within the 

IRt from the medulla to the caudal border of MoVII (IRt-c, IRt-r), after which it 

spread slightly into the PCRt (IRt-r, PCRt). Labeling in trigeminal sensory related 

nuclei was primarily in the caudal sensory nuclei, particularly in bilateral SpVc. 

Additional sparse labeling of neurons in trigeminal sensory-related regions was 

found in SpVi, dPrV, PeriV, and MesV, with the MesV labeling occurring as far 

rostral as dorsal to the PAG. Nuclei implicated in descending control were labeled, 

consisting of contralateral DCN, bilateral dMRf, and bilateral LPGi. We also found 

scattered and sparse labeling of premotor neurons in the Gi, nucleus of the solitary 

tract (NTS), rostral ventral respiratory group, lateral reticular nucleus, pre-BötC, 

midline raphe nuclei, superior vestibular nucleus, pontine reticular nucleus, and 

dorsal medial tegmental area. However, the labeling pattern and number of neurons 

in these nuclei were few and not consistent across animals. Percentage of total 

premotor neurons in a region was calculated within sample (thereby normalizing 

values to tracing efficacy), and subsequent values were averaged across five samples. 

All values are averages ± SEM. 

Premotor Region % Ipsilateral % Contralateral 

Reticular Regions 

Caudal Intermediate Reticular Formation 18.84 ± 1.79 8.99 ± 0.78 

Rostral Intermediate Reticular Formation, 

Parvocellular Reticular Formation 

27.85 ± 0.45 24.23 ± 1.78 

Lateral Paragigantocellular Nucleus 0.85 ± 0.23 0.73 ± 0.18 

Trigeminal Sensory Regions 

Spinal Trigeminal Sensory Nucleus, Caudalis 4.21 ± 1.44 2.19 ± 0.70 

Peri-Trigeminal Zone 2.66 ± 0.47 1.88 ± 0.30 

Mesencephalic Sensory Nucleus 1.53 ± 0.31 0.59 ± 0.10 

Spinal Trigeminal Sensory Nucleus, Oralis 0.95 ± 0.20 0.56 ± 0.06 

Dorsal Principal Trigeminal Sensory Nucleus 0.73 ± 0.25 0.52 ± 0.13 

Descending Control Regions 

Dorsal Midbrain Reticular Formation 1.18 ± 0.38 1.21 ± 0.33 

Deep Cerebellar Nuclei 0.11 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02 

3.4 Molecular characterization of genioglossus premotor 
neurons 

The above tracing study found numerous premotor inputs to genioglossus 

motoneurons in the reticular nuclei between the level of MoXII and the rostral end of 
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MoV, implicated in chewing rhythmogenesis. We performed in situ-immuno analyses on 

brains seven days post ΔG-RV injection into the genioglossus, analogous to such 

analyses following masseter injections as described in Section 2.4.  We found that 

genioglossus premotor neurons in IRt are also of mixed transmitter phenotypes, i.e. they 

can be either excitatory (vGluT2+), or inhibitory (GAD1/2+ or GlyT2+) (Figure 14A-D). 

These mixed phenotypes are also true for premotor neurons in most other regions in 

brainstem (data not shown). As with experiments focusing on masseter premotor 

neurons, viral toxicity resulted in a portion of GFP+ neurons in these regions which did 

not hybridize with any markers. Therefore we could not reliably quantify the relative 

percentage of each type of neuron. However, in all samples examined, we only detected 

vGluT2+ neurons in the cerebellar DCN and the midbrain dMRf (Figure 14E-F), with a 

notable absence of GAD1/2+ or GlyT2+ neurons in these regions (data not shown) 

suggesting that the descending inputs from cerebellum and midbrain to tongue 

motoneurons are primarily excitatory. 
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Figure 14: Neurotransmitter phenotypes of labeled genioglossus premotor neurons. In 

situ hybridization in combination with rabies tracing showing glycinergic (A) 

GABAergic (B), and glutamatergic (C) premotor neurons. Serotoninergic neurons 

were found in the midline Raphé (D). Premotor neurons observed in descending 

regions, including the dMRf (E) and DCN (F) were glutamatergic. 

3.5 Genioglossus premotor neurons also project to other 
oromotor neurons 

From the genioglossus transsynaptic tracing experiments we observed that a 

large cohort of axon collaterals from these tongue-protruder premotor neurons projected 

to the motoneurons innervating the jaw-opening digastric muscle (anterior portion), 

which are located in the accessory trigeminal motor nucleus (Dig) medial and ventral to 

the main MoV (Figure 13B, arrow). Furthermore, many genioglossus premotor axons 

were observed projecting into the central MoVII, but not other divisions of MoVII, on 
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both sides of the brainstem (Figure 12C, arrow; Figure 15C). It is known that 

motoneurons in this central MoVII supply the posterior digastric muscle (jaw-opening 

and swallowing), the platysma muscle (jaw-depressing and lip-lowering), and the lower 

lip muscle (Ashwell, 1982; Hinrichsen and Watson, 1984). To further examine whether 

these collateral projections indeed form synapses onto Dig or central MoVII 

motoneurons, we conducted anti-ChAT immunostaining on brainstems after ΔG-RV-

EGFP tracing from the genioglossus. Using high-resolution confocal microscopy, we 

observed GFP+ boutons directly contacting ChAT+ motoneurons in both the central 

MoVII (Figure 15C-D) and the Dig (Figure 15A-B). These findings confirm that subsets 

of genioglossus premotor neurons simultaneously provide inputs to digastric and/or 

platysma/lower lip motoneurons. These shared premotor neurons are the simplest 

mechanism to generate co-activation of their target motoneurons and muscles, which 

has been observed in many previous studies (Gerstner and Goldberg, 1991; Liu et al., 

1993; Travers et al., 1997; Thexton et al., 1998; Naganuma et al., 2001). 
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Figure 15: Premotor axon boutons onto ChAT+ motoneurons revealing direct 

premotor control of multiple motor groups. A, ChAT-immunostained (red) jaw-

opening digastric (Dig) motoneurons showing innervation from labeled genioglossus 

premotor axons (green). B, the boxed region in A, and a line scan (right) of an 

orthogonal slice at the yellow dotted line in A. C, ChAT-immunostained central 

MoVII showing innervation from labeled genioglossus premotor axons. D, the boxed 

region in C, and a line scan (right) of an orthogonal slice at the yellow dotted line in 

C. 

3.6 Two-color transsynaptic tracing from the genioglossus and 
masseter revealed spatially intermingled but distinct premotor 
circuits 

From the circuit-tracing results described above, it is immediately apparent that 

masseter and genioglossus motoneurons receive distinct sensory-related inputs. 

Masseter motoneurons receive extensive MesV-derived proprioceptive and SpVo-

derived somatosensory inputs, and genioglossus motoneurons primarily receive SpVc-

derived somatosensory inputs (compare Figure 4B, 5D with Figure 12A, 13C), while 
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both motoneuron populations receive sensory-related input from dPrV. Additionally, 

genioglossus motoneurons receive taste related inputs from the NTS (Figure 12B, inset), 

while no labeling in the NTS was observed in the masseter premotor circuit. However, 

in the rostral reticular formation, where many of the premotor neurons for both muscles 

are located, premotor populations are distributed in a similar pattern suggestive of 

spatial intermingling of these two groups of premotor neurons. 

To more directly compare the spatial distributions of jaw and tongue premotor 

inputs, we injected ΔG-RV-EGFP (green) into the left genioglossus and ΔG-RV-mCherry 

(red) into the left masseter muscle of Chat::Cre; RGT pups (Figures 16-17). We focus 

our comparison on spatial distribution rather than the absolute numbers of labeled-

neurons due to varying levels of infection in the two muscles across different samples. 
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Figure 16: Representative images of medullary regions from experiments 

simultaneously tracing both genioglossus (green) and left masseter (red) premotor 

neurons. A, Caudal brainstem at the level of MoXII, showing a rough spatial 

segregation between the two premotor populations in the IRt-c, with masseter 

premotor neurons more ventrally situated as compared to genioglossus premotor 

neurons. B, Brainstem at the level between MoXII and MoVII, showing mostly 

genioglossus premotor neurons present in this region. 
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Figure 17: Representative images of pontine regions from experiments simultaneously 

tracing both genioglossus (green) and left masseter (red) premotor neurons. A, 

Brainstem at the level of MoVII, showing spatial intermingling of the two premotor 

populations. Axon collaterals crossing the midline are visible from both genioglossus 

and masseter premotor neurons. Genioglossus axon collaterals are visible extending 

into the central MoVII. B, Labeling patterns at the level of MoV in dPrV, dRt (region 

just above dPrV), supratrigeminal nucleus (SupV), and inter–trigeminal region (IntV). 

Masseter premotor axon collaterals (red) extend into the contralateral MoV, while 

genioglossus premotor axon collaterals (green) extend into the Dig (arrows). 

In the caudal IRt at the level of MoXII, masseter premotor neurons are situated 

ventrally to the labeled genioglossus premotor neurons (Figure 16A). At the level just 

rostral to the MoXII, sparsely labeled masseter premotor neurons are spatially 

intermixed with densely labeled genioglossus premotor neurons in the IRt (Figure 16B). 
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At the level of the MoVII and MoV, there is extensive spatial overlap between the two 

populations of premotor neurons in the reticular region (IRt and PCRt, Figure 17A), and 

in regions surrounding MoV (Figure 17B). Notably, these regions in the reticular 

formation have previously been found to contain central pattern generating circuitry for 

jaw and tongue movements (Chandler and Tal, 1986; Lund, 1991; Nakamura and 

Katakura, 1995; Morquette et al., 2012). However, even when the premotor pools were 

intermixed, we never observed double-labeled neurons; they remain distinct 

populations, avoiding simultaneous activation of these two muscles which could result 

in biting of one’s own tongue. 
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4. Anatomical and electrophysiological characterization 
of bilaterally-projecting premotor neurons (BPNs) 
innervating the trigeminal motor nucleus 

4.1 Introduction and rationale 

In Chapter 2, I discovered that individual premotor neurons in Rt-MoVII, PeriV, 

and dPrV synapse onto both left and right masseter motoneurons using a two-color 

monosynaptic rabies tracing strategy. The Rt-MoVII and PeriV also contain genioglossus 

premotor neurons, as confirmed in Chapter 3, implicating these regions in coordination 

of orofacial behaviors. 

Recently our lab developed a novel molecular tool which provides the ability to 

isolate and manipulate neurons which project to two nuclei. This tool combines a 

retrograde lentivirus with a split-intein mediated split-Cre recombinase. By injecting this 

retrograde lentivirus containing either Cre-N or Cre-C into the left and right MoV 

respectively, one can express functional Cre-recombinase in all neurons which project 

bilaterally to trigeminal motoneurons. 

In this chapter, I use this technology to identify the population of bilaterally 

projecting neurons (BPNs) which project to MoV, analyze their distribution and 

additional projection targets, and characterize their signaling phenotype both 

molecularly and physiologically. These studies reveal BPNs as a mixed population of 
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excitatory and inhibitory premotor neurons which additionally project to other motor 

nuclei, premotor regions, and midbrain regions implicated in motor control. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Animals 

Adult male and female Ai14 mice (Jackson Labs, stock #: 007914) expressing a 

Cre-dependent tdTomato protein were used for initial BPN labeling, tracing BPN 

projections, in situ hybridization experiments (n=4 mice, 2 sections/region/mouse for a 

total of 8 sections per condition). Male and female Ai32 mice expressing a Cre-

dependent channelrhodopsin (ChR2) (Jackson Labs, stock #: 024109) were used for 

electrophysiology experiments (n =13 cells from 6 mice). 

4.2.2 Viruses 

FuGB2-coated lentivirueses containing Cre-N (RG-LV-Cre-N) and Cre-C (RG-

LV-Cre-C) were produced and concentrated as described previously (Zhang et al., 2015). 

Briefly, HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with pLenti-hSynapsin-CreN or 

pLenti-hSynapsin-CreC together with psPAX2 and FuGB2 using polyethyleneimine 

“MAX” (PEI MAX) (Polysciences, Inc. 24765). 48 hours after transfection, the cell culture 

media was collected, centrifuged at 3,000rpm for 15 minutes, and the supernatant was 

filtered with a 0.45um filter unit (Millipore, SCHVU01RE). The filtered virus-containing 

supernatant was loaded into the centrifuge tubes with 3 ml of 20% sucrose cushion at 

the bottom, spun at 25,000rpm with Beckman SW-28 rotor for 2 hours at 4oC. The pellet 
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was resuspended in an appropriate volume of phosphate buffered saline without 

calcium and magnesium (PBS, –Ca2+, -Mg2+), aliquoted and stored at -800C. The viral 

titer was estimated to be ~5 X 107 infection units per ml. 

4.2.3 Stereotaxic injections 

Animals were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine 

(100mg/kg) and xylazine (10mg/kg) dissolved in saline. Virus was delivered into the 

target site using a pulled glass capillary (Warner Instruments) connected to an 

UltraMicroPump controlled by a SYS-Micro4 Controller (World Precision Instruments). 

For all mice, 300 nL of RG-LV-Cre-N or 300 nL of RG-LV-Cre-C was injected at 200 nL 

per minute into the left or right MoV, respectively, of 6-12 week-old mice (see Figure 

18A). To target MoV bilaterally, mice were mounted in the stereotaxic frame at an angle 

such that lambda was ~180 µm ventral to bregma (in practice, 140-240 µm). The skull 

was thinned around the coordinates of 5.00 mm caudal to bregma and 1.34 mm lateral to 

lambda, and the injection pipette was moved just anterior to the transverse sinus. Here 

at the dura, the dorsal-ventral coordinate of the pipette was measured and the injection 

site was calculated as 4.20 mm below this point. A slight twitch or tremor of the 

ipsilateral cheek occurred during injection of virus to indicate proper targeting of the 

MoV. The process was repeated on the contralateral side with the complementary virus. 
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4.2.4 In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry 

All mice were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) (PFA) in 1X phosphate-buffered saline (GIBCO) 

(PBS). For tracing studies and in situ hybridization, Ai14 mice injected with the 

retrograde split-Cre viruses were perfused two weeks post-injection. Brain samples were 

then post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA, cryoprotected in a 30% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich) 

solution in PBS, embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature compound (OCT, Tissue-

Tek), and frozen for at least 24 hours at -80°C. Immunohistochemistry was performed as 

previously described (Takatoh et al., 2013). Antibodies used were: rabbit anti-GFP 

(1:1000, Abcam), rabbit anti-RFP (1:1000, Rockland), GFP anti-rabbit (1:1000, Jackson 

ImmunoResearch). 

Floating section in situ hybridization was performed as follows. For each mouse, 

six 60 µm sections containing Rt-MoVII and six sections containing SupV were collected 

with a cryostat at -20°C and resuspended in 4% PFA in DEPC (Sigma-Aldrich) treated 

double deionized water in a 24-well plate. Samples were rinsed with 1X PBS in DEPC 

water (DEPC PBS), washed with 0.3% Triton-X100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in DEPC PBS, treated 

with 5 ug/mL proteinase K in DEPC PBS, acetylated using a solution of 0.465g TEA 

(Sigma-Aldrich), 28 uL 10N NaOH, 25 mL DEPC water, 62.6 uL acetic anhydride 

(Sigma-Aldrich), and then rinsed with DEPC PBS. Samples were incubated for 1 hour at 

60°C in hybridization buffer (0.2X SSC (Life technology), 10% Blocking reagent (Roche), 
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50% formamide, 2% N-Lauroylsarcosine (NLS, Sigma), 10% SDS (Sigma)), following 

which probes were prepared as described previously (Hasegawa et al., 2007). GAD1, 

GAD2, GlyT2, and vGluT2 probes were created as previously described (Takatoh et al., 

2013), and GAD1 and GAD2 probes were applied as a mixed probe. The probes were 

alternated across all sections to ensure that one posterior section and one anterior section 

from each region was analyzed with each probe type. Samples were incubated with 

probes overnight in hybridization buffer at 60°C. The following day, Samples were 

washed with 2XSSC/50% formamide/0.1%NLS at 60°C, followed by 2XSSC/0.1%NLS, 

0.2XSSC/0.1%NLS, and finally a wash in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Triton-

X100 (TBST) all at room temperature (RT). Samples were incubated at RT in a 10% 

blocking solution in TBST, followed by application of primary antibodies (anti-DIG-AP 

1:3500, Roche; rabbit anti-RFP 1:200, Rockland) overnight at 4°C. The following day, 

samples were washed with TBST, incubated in 100mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, incubated in 

FastRed (Roche) for 90 minutes, rinsed with TBST, incubated with secondary antibody 

(GFP-anti-rabbit Alexa488 1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 2 hours, stained with 

DAPI for visualization of nuclei, and mounted onto slides for imaging. 

4.2.5 Image acquisition and quantification 

Samples were imaged using a Zeiss 700 laser scanning confocal microscope. In 

situ samples were imaged at 40X resolution at three z-positions. All z-positions for each 

slice were merged into a single image in Adobe Photoshop CS6 for quantification. All 
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other samples were imaged at 20X resolution. SupV and MoVII-Rt neurons were 

identified as any neurons within the region dorsal to the MoV or MoVII, respectively, in 

sections containing these nuclei. All neurons were counted manually. In situ 

hybridization percentages were calculated within each animal before averaging 

percentages across animals. 

4.2.6 Electrophysiology 

Electrophysiology was conducted and analyzed by Erica Rodriguez. Two weeks 

after I injected viruses into experimental mice, mice were anesthetized by Erica with 

isofluorane, and transcardially perfused in ice-cold NMDG artificial cerebrospinal fluid 

(NMDG-ACSF; containing 92 mM NMDG, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 30 mM 

NaHCO3, 20 mM HEPES, 2 mM glucose, 5 mM sodium ascorbate, 2 mM thiourea, 3 mM 

sodium pyruvate, 10 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mM CaCl2), and bubbled with 5% CO2/95% O2. 

The brain was then extracted and sectioned into 350 µm thick sagittal/horizontal slices 

using a vibratome (VT-1000S, Leica Microsystems) containing ice-cold oxygenated 

NMDG-ACSF. Coronal sections including the MoV were then bubbled in the same 

solution at 37 °C for 8 min, and transferred to bubbled, modified-HEPES ACSF at room 

temperature (20–25 °C; 92 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 30 mM NaHCO3, 

20 mM HEPES, 2 mM glucose, 5 mM sodium ascorbate, 2 mM thiourea, 3 mM sodium 

pyruvate, 2 mM MgSO4, 2 mM CaCl2) for at least 1 h before recording. Recordings were 

performed in a submerged chamber, superfused with continuously bubbled ACSF (125 
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mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM glucose, 2 mM 

CaCl2, 1.3 mM Mg SO4) at near-physiological temperature (34 +/- 1 °C).  Cells 

surrounded by axon terminals expressing a virally-encoded fluorescent marker (ChR2-

EYFP) were visualized by infrared differential interference contrast and fluorescence 

video microscopy (Examiner.D1, Zeiss). Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were 

amplified with Multiclamp 700B (filtered at 2 kHz), digitized with Digidata 1440A (5 

kHz), and recorded using pClamp 10 software (Axon). The patch-clamp electrode (4–

6 MΩ) was filled with an intracellular solution containing 130 mM D-Gluconic Acid, 130 

mM CsOH, 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 12 mM phosphocreatine, 3 mM MgATP, 0.2 

mM Na2GTP, 1 mM EGTA. Photostimulation was performed using a 473 nm LED 

(CoolLED, pE4000) controlled by pClamp 10 software (Axon). Light intensity was set to 

be 100% for generation of spikes in the axon terminals of bilaterally projecting ChR2+ 

neurons with a pulse length of 2 msec. 

All electrophysiology data were analyzed off-line using Neuromatic package 

(Think Random) in Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics). Off-line analysis was performed by 

averaging 5 traces. Light-evoked EPSC and IPSC peak amplitude, half-width, onset 

latency, time to peak, rise time, and decay time were analyzed. The onset latency of the 

light-evoked EPSCs and IPSCs was defined as the time from the onset of the stimulus to 

the first measurable deflection of the potential from the baseline. Similarly, time to peak 

was defined as the time from the onset of the stimulus to the peak of the potential. Rise 
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time and decay time were defined as the time between 10% and 90% of the rise or decay 

of the potential, respectively. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests were performed in GraphPad 

Prism for all physiology data. 

4.3 BPNs and their projection patterns revealed using the split-
Cre system 

As described in section 4.2, we developed a labeling technique combining 

retrograde lentiviruses with the split-intein-mediated split-Cre recombinase system. 

Pseudotyped lentiviruses packaged with the fusion glycoprotein, FuG-B2 (Kato et al., 

2011), can infect neurons from axon terminals and retrogradely transport back to the cell 

soma. We combined this retrograde lentivirus (RG-LV) with a previously developed 

split-intein-mediated-split-Cre system (Wang et al., 2012). When the Cre-N portion of 

the split-Cre is expressed in the same cells as the Cre-C portion, the split-intein mediates 

spontaneous reconstitution resulting in a full-length intein protein and a full-length, 

functional Cre recombinase (Wang et al., 2012). 

We identified BPNs innervating trigeminal motor nuclei (MoV) using this RG-LV 

split-Cre system in an Ai14 mouse line, which expresses tdTomato under the control of 

Cre (Figure 18). We injected the retrograde lentivirus expressing Cre-N (RG-LV-Cre-N) 

into the left MoV, and RG-LV-Cre-C into the right MoV of Ai14 mice (Figure 18A). 

Within 2 weeks, we observed labeled BPNs located primarily in the reticular formation 

dorsal to the facial motor nucleus (Rt-MoVII), in the peri-trigeminal zone, as well as in 
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the supratrigeminal nucleus (SupV) dorsal to MoV (Figure 18B-C). Furthermore, MoV 

contains interneurons (McDavid et al., 2006), some of which project bilaterally (Ter 

Horst et al., 1990), and indeed, we observed sparse labeling of neurons within the 

boundaries of MoV (Figure 18C, arrow). Other regions less consistently labeled with this 

viral strategy included the reticular region at the level of the hypoglossal motor nucleus, 

the medial vestibular nucleus, the spinal trigeminal nucleus interpolaris, the 

mesencephalic sensory nucleus, and the pontine reticular formation (Data not shown). 

The sporadic labeling in these regions may be caused by variations in injection sites and 

viral infection. 
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Figure 18: Labeling of bilaterally projecting neurons (BPNs) innervating both left and 

right MoV with retrograde lentiviruses expressing split-Cre recombinase. A, 

Retrograde lentivirus (RG-LV) expressing either Cre-N-intein-N or intein-C-Cre-C 

was injected into the left or right MoV, which resulted in the expression of full length 

Cre-recombinase selectively in neurons projecting bilaterally to both MoV nuclei. B-

C. When these viruses were injected into an Ai14 Cre-reporter line, BPNs were 

identified primarily in the supratrigeminal nucleus dorsal to MoV (B), and the 

reticular nucleus dorsal to the facial motor nucleus (C). (D-H), Axons of labeled BPNs 

were also observed projecting bilaterally in the peritrigeminal region (PeriV, C), the 
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central facial motor nucleus (central MoVII, D), the hypoglossal motor nucleus 

(MoXII) and caudal reticular regions (IRt, PCRt, Gi, E), the vestibular nucleus (F), the 

oral pontine reticular formation (PnO) and reticulotegmental nucleus (RtTg, G), and 

the mesencephalic reticular formation (MRF), dorsal raphé (DRN), and lateral 

periaqueductal gray (lPAG, H). Scale bar, 100 µm. 

We examined projection targets of labeled BPNs and found that these neurons 

also innervate the central facial motor nucleus (central MoVII, Figure 18D) bilaterally, 

which contains motor neurons of the lips and face, and the hypoglossal motor nucleus 

(MoXII, Figure 18E), which contains motor neurons of the tongue. Extensive axon fibers 

were also observed in the caudal medullary and intermediate reticular formation (Figure 

18E) which is known to contain premotor neurons for jaw and tongue motoneurons (See 

Chapters 2 and 3 and (Fay and Norgren, 1997a, b; Kolta et al., 2000). These projections 

suggest that BPNs may play a role in coordinating activity of multiple orofacial muscles. 

Additionally, labeled axons were visible in the vestibular nucleus (Figure 18F), the 

tegmental and pontine reticular formation (Figure 18G), the mesencephalic reticular 

formation, dorsal raphé, and the lateral periaqueductal gray (Figure 18H). 

4.4 Molecular characterization of BPNs 

We focused our subsequent experiments on BPNs in Rt-MoVII and SupV as these 

regions contain the majority of labeled BPNs innervating jaw motoneurons. Both SupV 

and Rt-MoVII have previously been found to contain glutamatergic, GABAergic, and 

glycinergic neurons (Travers et al., 2005; Nakamura et al., 2008; Gemba-Nishimura et al., 

2010). Some studies using retrograde tracers or dye fills identified inhibitory neurons in 
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SupV that project to both left and right MoV (Rokx et al., 1986; Kamogawa et al., 1994), 

which may simultaneously produce both glycine and GABA (Li et al., 2002). We 

conducted in situ hybridization experiments in conjunction with immunofluorescence to 

determine whether BPNs were predominantly inhibitory, excitatory, or a mixture of 

both (Figure 19). We began by injecting RG-LV-Cre-N into the left, and RG-LV-Cre-C 

into the right MoV of Ai14 mice. Two weeks later, we probed mRNA expression using 

either a vGluT2 probe, GlyT2 probe, or mixed GAD1/GAD2 probe along with 

immunohistochemistry to identify BPNs. SupV and Rt-MoVII BPNs were primarily 

glutamatergic (SupV, 59.2% ± 2.8%, n=8 sections, 2 sections/mouse; Rt-MoVII, 67.4% ± 

2.6%, n=8 sections, 2 sections/mouse, Figure 19A, D, G). Subsets of both SupV and Rt-

MoVII BPNs were glycinergic (SupV, 18.3% ± 1.7%, n=8 sections, 2 sections/mouse; Rt-

MoVII, 20.7% ± 0.7%, n=8 sections, 2 sections/mouse, Figure 19B, E, G) or GABAergic 

(SupV, 18.5% ± 4.6%, n=8 sections, 2 sections/mouse; Rt-MoVII, 22.0% ± 1.5%, n=8 

sections, 2 sections/mouse, Figure 19C, F, G). Thus, BPNs in both SupV and Rt-MoVII 

consist of a mixed population of glutamatergic, GABAergic, and glycinergic neurons. 
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Figure 19: Neurotransmitter phenotypes of SupV and Rt-MoVII BPNs. A-F, 

Representative images of in situ hybridization (red) analyses of BPNs labeled with 

the split-Cre retrograde lentivirus (green). BPNs in Rt-MoVII and SupV consisted of 

GABAergic (A, D), glycinergic (B, E), and glutamatergic neurons (C, F). G, The 

distributions of neuronal subtypes were similar between Rt-MoVII and SupV. In 

both cases the majority of neurons were glutamatergic, while roughly equal 

proportions of GABAergic and glycinergic neurons were identified. N=8 sections of 

each region per probe, from 4 mice. All values shown are ± SEM. Scale bar, 100 µm. 
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4.5 Optogenetic-assisted electrophysiology reveals that BPNs 
drive both excitatory and inhibitory inputs to trigeminal motor 
neurons 

We conducted a series of slice physiology experiments to confirm that BPN 

activation induces both excitatory and inhibitory currents in MoV motor neurons 

(Figures 20-21). We expressed Cre in BPNs using the retrograde split-Cre method in 

Ai32 mice, which allowed Cre-dependent expression of channelrhodopsin2 (ChR2) 

(Madisen et al., 2012). Two weeks later, we took acute slices containing MoV and 

conducted patch clamp recordings on MoV motoneurons in response to blue light 

stimulation of BPN axons (n=13 motoneurons from 6 mice, Figure 20A, C). Motoneurons 

showed both an EPSC and IPSC in response to a 2 msec light pulse, indicating that BPNs 

can drive both excitatory and inhibitory inputs to MoV motoneurons (Figure 20B, D). 

This result is consistent with BPNs as a mixed population of glutamatergic, glycinergic, 

and GABAergic neurons. IPSCs showed a larger peak amplitude (EPSC: 382.1 pA, IPSC: 

663.6 pA, p=0.0068, Figure 20D) and half-width (EPSC: 4.453 msec, IPSC: 6.221 msec, 

p=0.0182, Figure 20E) than EPSCs. Other response characteristics, including the onset 

latency (p=0.2269, Figure 21A), time to peak (p=0.0835, Figure 21B), rise time (p=0.7989, 

Figure 21C), and decay time (p=0.0848, Figure 21D) did not differ significantly between 

EPSCs and IPSCs (All statistical tests performed were two-tailed Student’s t-tests). 

Notably, these characteristics are similar to the MoV motoneuron responses induced by 

electrical stimulation of SupV (Kolta, 1997). 
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Figure 20: Characterization of MoV motoneuron responses to ChR2-assisted 

stimulation of BPNs in vitro. A, We expressed ChR2 in BPNs by injecting RG-LV-

CreN and RG-LV-CreC into the left and right MoV, respectively, in 4-week-old Ai32 

mice. 350 µm sagittal slices were collected for whole-cell patch clamp physiology. B, 

Cell fill showing typical MoV motoneuron morphology (Scale bar, 20 µm). C, 

Representative traces of excitatory and inhibitory currents from an MoV motoneuron 

to a 2 msec full-field blue light stimulation of BPNs. MoV motoneuron inhibitory 
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currents showed a significantly larger peak amplitude (D) and half-width (E) than 

excitatory currents. N=13 cells from 6 mice. 

 

Figure 21: Further characteristics of MoV motoneuron responses to ChR2-assisted 

stimulation of BPNs in vitro. There was no significant difference between inhibitory 

and excitatory currents in onset latency (A), time to peak (B), rise time (C), or decay 

time (D). N=13 cells from 6 mice. 
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5. Chemicogenetic and optogenetic investigation of the 
role of bilaterally-projecting premotor neurons (BPNs) in 
jaw closing behavior 

5.1 Introduction and rationale 

Currently, there is a dearth of studies investigating the functional role of 

bifurcating neurons in behaviors requiring orofacial coordination. Some studies have 

investigated orofacial coordination during natural behaviors with simultaneous EMG 

recordings from multiple muscles. Others have assessed the role of entire nuclei in the 

production of rhythmic jaw movements, induced by either tonic stimulation of the 

cortical masticatory area, pyramidal tract, or bath application of NMDA and bicucculin 

in anesthetized preparations. However, until now there has been no effective way to 

selectively manipulate neurons which project to multiple oromotor nuclei in the freely 

moving mouse while recording from their target muscles. 

In Chapter 4 I introduced the use of the novel retrograde lentivirus expression a 

split-Cre recombinase to isolate and manipulate a population of bilaterally projecting 

neurons (BPNs) which innervate the left and right MoV. This technique not only enables 

characterization of these neurons in vitro, but also opens the door to functional 

experiments in the freely moving mouse. 

In this chapter, I took advantage of this technique to assess the role of BPNs 

projecting to the left and right MoV in jaw closing behavior, using chewing and gnawing 

as an example. I chronically silence these neurons using a chemicogenetic approach, 
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before acutely silencing and activating these neurons with optogenetic approaches. 

These experiments identify BPNs located in the supratrigeminal region (SupV) as being 

essential for maintenance of proper bilateral masseter activation during chewing and 

gnawing, but also as enabling transient bilaterally coordinated activation of masseter 

muscles. Furthermore, these experiments reveal a previously unknown role for SupV 

BPNs in balancing baseline masseter activity against an excitatory input. Thus, BPNs in 

SupV coordinate multiple aspects of bilateral masseter activity in the freely moving 

mouse. 

5.2 Methodology 

5.2.1 Animals 

Adult male and female Ai14 mice (Jackson Labs, stock #: 007914) expressing a 

Cre-dependent tdTomato protein were used as controls for optogenetic experiments 

(n=4 mice). Male and female C57B/L6 mice (Jackson Labs, stock #: 000664) were used for 

TeNT experimental (n=5 mice, 2 EMG channels/mouse) and control (n=4 mice, 2 EMG 

channels/mouse) animals. Male and female Ai32 mice expressing a Cre-dependent 

channelrhodopsin (ChR2) (Jackson Labs, stock #: 024109) were used for ChR2 

experimental animals (n=5 mice, 2 EMG channels/mouse). Male Ai35 mice expressing a 

Cre-dependent archaerhodopsin (Arch) (Jackson Labs, stock #: 012735) were used for 

Arch experimental animals (n=5 mice, 2 EMG channels/mouse). 
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5.2.2 Viruses 

FuGB2-coated lentivirueses containing Cre-N (RG-LV-Cre-N) and Cre-C (RG-

LV-Cre-C) were produced and concentrated as described in Section 4.2.2. AAV8-hsyn-

Flex-GFP and AAV8-hSyn-Flex-TeNT-P2A-GFP viruses were generated and 

concentrated as described before (Zhang et al., 2015). In brief, HEK293T cells were 

transiently transfected with pAAV-hSyn-Flex-GFP or pAAV-hSyn-Flex-TeNT-P2A-GFP, 

together with AAV serotype plasmid AAV8, and pAd.DELTA F6 using PEI MAX 

(Polysciences, Inc. 24765).  72 hours posttransfection, the cell culture media was 

discarded, the cells were collected in PBS, frozen and thawed three times using a dry 

ice/ethanol bath, and centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 30 minutes. The contaminating DNA 

in the supernatant was removed by adding Benzonase and incubated at 370C for 30 

minutes. The viral crude solution was filtered through a 0.45um filter (Millipore), and 

spun at 25,000 rpm for 90 minutes using a Beckman SW-28 rotor. The pellet was 

resuspended in 4 ml PBS, filtered through a 0.45um filter and a 0.22um filter 

sequentially. The viral crude solution was concentrated to 200-250ul using the Amicon 

Ultra-4 filter unit (100KDa), washed with 4ml PBS once, and concentrated to an 

appropriate volume. The viral solution was further purified using a 0.22um Ultrafree-

MC centrifugal filter unit (Millipore, UFC30GV0S), aliquots were stored at -800C until 

use. 
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5.2.3 Stereotaxic injections 

Bilateral MoV was targeted with the retrograde split-Cre virues in all mice as 

described in Section 4.2.3. In the TeNT-mediated silencing experiments, AAV-Flex-

TeNT-EGFP or AAV-flex-EGFP was injected bilaterally into the parvicellular reticular 

region at three vertical depths spaced 200 µm apart in the same surgery as split-Cre 

injections. The injection coordinates were relative to the left and right MoV. For 

example, if the coordinates for MoV were: posterior to bregma = B; lateral to lambda = L; 

ventral to dura = D; then the coordinates for AAV injection were 1.0 mm posterior to B; 

60 µm medial to L; and 650, 500, and 350 µm ventral to D. At each injection site, 150 nL 

of virus was injected using a syringe pressure injector, resulting in a total of 450 nL of 

virus injected into each side of the reticular region. 

5.2.4 Immunohistochemistry, image acquisition and quantification 

Immunohistochemistry was performed as described in Section 4.2.4. For all 

experiments, mice were perfused on the last day of data acquisition. Image acquisition 

and quantification were performed as described in Section 4.2.5. 

5.2.5 Optic fiber and electromyogram implants 

Optic fibers were custom-made using stock 0.2mm-diameter optic fiber cable, 

and optic cannula glued together with a heat-curable glue (ThorLabs). Implant 

coordinates were obtained using the A/P and M/L coordinates for the left or right MoV 

as described above. The D/V coordinates used were 3.50 mm below the dura. Post-
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implant, the opening in the skull was filled with bone wax and the optic fiber was fixed 

to the skull using Gel Control superglue (Home Depot). A depression in the skull above 

the visual cortex was drilled, and a grounding screw was inserted. A steel grounding 

wire was wrapped around the grounding screw and soldered to a custom-made 7-

contact circuit board (gift from Dr. David Kleinfeld, UCSD). 

Following all optic fiber implants, and in TeNT experimental and control animals 

following injections, EMG electrodes were implanted into the left and right masseter 

muscles. 22mm EMG electrodes were custom made from coated 0.002” tungsten wire 

(CFW and A-M systems). Each end was stripped ~1mm and one end was bent into a 

hook. Three electrodes were inserted into the tip of a 27- or 25-guage needle, non-

hooked end first. Electrodes were then threaded via the needle beneath the skin at the 

top of the skull posterior to the eye and into the left and right masseter muscles in each 

mouse. Each EMG contact was soldered to a custom-made 7-contact circuit board with 

pins attached, which was further fixed to the skull with superglue. All electronics were 

coated with dental cement to prevent potential damage from the mouse. 

5.2.6 EMG recordings and optogenetic manipulation of SupV BPNs 

At least one week post-surgery, mice were briefly anesthetized with vaporized 

isofluorane for attachment of laser and/or EMG recording equipment and allowed to 

recover in their home cage. Each mouse was hooked up to a laser via an optic cable 

(ThorLabs) and a Sirenia acquisition system (Pinnacle Technology, Inc). On the first 
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recording day, the optimal pair of EMG electrodes was chosen for each mouse for each 

muscle. This pair was identified as that with the best signal-to-noise of masseter activity 

during gnawing or chewing bouts. All subsequent recording sessions collected data 

from this same pair of electrodes. During optogenetic experiments, a Master-8 pulse 

stimulator (AMPI) was used to control laser pulses and send a concurrent TTL pulse to a 

NI-DAQ system (National Instruments) which translated these pulses to Sirenia 

Acquisition software (Pinnacle Technology, Inc). This software was used to record pre-

processed EMG signals and concurrent TTL pulses delivered by the Master-8. The EMG 

sampling frequency was 2kHz with a high-pass filter of 0.5Hz and a low-pass filter of 

1kHz. 

For BPN optogenetic activation experiments, 20msec pulses of a blue laser (473 

nm) were administered at 10Hz for 2 seconds, with a 20 second interval between 

stimulation sequences. For BPN inhibition experiments, a 10 second continuous pulse of 

a yellow-green laser (561 nm) was administered with a 40 second interval between 

pulses. During all experiments, chewing, gnawing, grooming, and various other 

behavior bouts were manually recorded in a notebook and later transcribed to a 

Microsoft Excel (Microsoft) file for later use. 

5.2.7 EMG data analysis 

Bilateral EMG raw data was converted from a Sirenia file to an EDF file using 

Sirenia Acquisition software. TTL data was exported into a TXT file. This data was then 
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imported into Matlab using edfRead and custom code and extracted into two EMG 

vectors and a TTL vector to be further processed. Most subsequent data analysis was 

conducted in either Matlab using custom code, Excel, or GraphPad Prism. Linear 

regression analyses for comparing slopes were conducted in GraphPad Prism. 

5.2.7.1 Analysis for TeNT-mediated BPN silencing experiments 

EMG data was initially filtered between 50 Hz and 500 Hz using butterworth 

filters and rectified. For each channel, a threshold for activation was manually recorded. 

Chewing bouts were extracted from raw EMG traces using manually recorded time 

ranges. Each time range was assessed for “chewing bouts” where EMG activation in the 

5-7 Hz range (that of reductory chewing) was large and consistent across both channels. 

This was assessed by bandpass filtering the signal between 5-7 Hz using a butterworth 

filter, and setting a custom threshold above which standard reductory chewing bouts 

occurred. A single bout had a minimum duration of 500 msec to ensure at least 3 bursts 

per bout. These bouts were analyzed individually for the average amplitude (defined as 

local maximum within a single burst above threshold), integrated amplitude (defined as 

the integral of a burst above threshold), and frequency (bounded between 5-7 Hz) 

within a given bout. The mean of these averages was obtained for each day of behavior 

post-injection. Behavior was assessed 7 days post-injection and twice per week for the 

following two weeks. Mean amplitude, integrated amplitude, and frequency for each 

channel for each day was normalized to the mean for that channel 7 days post-injection. 
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Mean slopes of amplitude or integrated amplitude versus time post-injection were 

assessed and compared using linear regression in GraphPad Prism. 

5.2.7.2 Analysis for Arch-mediated optogenetic silencing experiments 

Raw EMG data was initially segmented into 30-second samples containing 10 

seconds of data prior to each TTL pulse onset and 10 seconds of data post TTL offset. 

Data was z-score normalized and a time vs frequency vs power plot was obtained for 

each sample using the spectrogram function. A 200msec window with 50% overlap was 

used with an NFFT of 2048. Frequency arrays between the frequencies of 118 and 122Hz 

were averaged within each sample to create a single power vs time vector. These vectors 

were averaged across each channel to obtain mean power vs time vectors for each 

channel for each mouse. The means of the first (baseline), second (light-ON), and third 

(light-OFF) 10 seconds of these vectors were extracted for all mice and all values were 

normalized by subtracting the individual mean baselines. Subsequent normalized values 

were averaged across all five mice for mean and SEM values. Thresholds for the start of 

the effect and the end of the effect were defined as the sum of the mean and one 

standard deviation of the mean for either the first ten seconds (start) or trailing five 

seconds (end) of mean power arrays for each channel for each mouse. Means and SEM 

of these values were calculated across animals. 
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5.2.7.3 Analysis for ChR2-mediated optogenetic activation experiments 

For laser-induced burst amplitude analysis, raw EMG was initially segmented 

into samples containing 6 seconds of data: 2 seconds prior to stimulation, the 2 seconds 

of stimulation, and 2 seconds post-stimulation. Visual inspection confirmed that 

stimulus-induced peaks were always ~250msec post-TTL. Amplitudes of stimulus-

induced peaks were assessed as the peak within a 20 msec window flanking the data 

point 250 msec after each TTL pulse. These values were initially normalized by 

subtracting the mean amplitude of the signal across a given sample. Each normalized 

amplitude for each peak was then averaged across samples to obtain a mean amplitude 

for each peak. The first peak was analyzed separately from the trailing 19 peaks due to it 

being much higher than other peaks across all animals. All other peak averages were 

averaged within each channel, and then values from experimental mice were compared 

to those obtained from control mice. 

5.3 Consequences of tetanus toxin light chain mediated 
silencing of BPNs 

As a first step to examine the role of BPNs in regulating bilateral jaw closing 

movements, we attempted to express tetanus toxin light chain (TeNT) in these neurons 

(Figure 22). TeNT cleaves synaptobrevin proteins on synaptic vesicles and thereby 

silences the outputs of BPNs (Yamamoto et al., 2003). To selectively silence BPNs, we 

injected RG-LV-Cre-N and RG-LV-Cre-C into the left and right MoV, respectively, and 
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injected AAV-Flex-TeNT-GFP (Zhang et al., 2015) that expressed Cre-dependent TeNT 

and EGFP into the left and right Rt-MoVII (Figure 22A). In a separate group of mice, 

AAV-Flex-GFP was injected into Rt-MoVII as controls. Because this experimental 

strategy required four injections into the brainstem, it resulted in varying levels of viral 

infection in both SupV (16 to 296 labeled neurons) and Rt-MoVII (506 to 1943 labeled 

neurons) (Figure 22B). Electromyogram (EMG) wires were implanted bilaterally at the 

time of viral injections. We assessed EMG during chewing and gnawing behaviors 

beginning one week after injection, and twice per week for the next two weeks (Figure 

22A). 
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Figure 22: Tetanus toxin (TeNT) mediated chronic silencing of BPN outputs induces 

bilateral increases in masseter muscle activation amplitude. A, RG-LV-Cre-N and RG-

LV-Cre-C were injected into the left and right MoV, respectively, to express Cre in 

BPNs. Bilateral injections of a Cre-dependent TeNT were targeted caudal to MoV to 

enable infection of neurons in both Rt-MoVII and SupV. Immediately following 

injections, EMG implants were inserted into the left and right masseter. B, Variations 

in the numbers of TeNT-infected BPNs in Rt-MoVII and SupV across all five mice. C- 

E, Representative results of masseter EMG during chewing revealed that both burst 

amplitude and integrated amplitude increased between one week (C) to three weeks 

(D) after viral infection, and this increase occurred to a varying extent across 

experimental mice (E, magenta lines indicate left and right masseter integrated 
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amplitude values for TeNT11). F, A median split based on the numbers of TeNT-

infected SupV BPNs revealed that only mice with higher numbers of TeNT-

expressing SupV BPNs had increased masseter amplitude. All values shown are ± 

SEM. 

Despite the fact that the majority of BPNs are glutamatergic neurons, 

surprisingly, silencing these neurons resulted in a significant increase in masseter 

muscle activation amplitude (p=0.0046) and increased integrated amplitude (p=0.012) at 

21 days after injection as compared to 7 days after injection (two-tailed paired Student’s 

t-test, Figure 22C, D). We conducted a linear regression to compare changes in 

integrated amplitude over time between experimental and control mice and found a 

significant difference in slopes (F(1, 266)=56.5345, p<0.0001). Individual mice, however, 

showed varying degrees of increases in EMG amplitudes (Figure 22E). We compared the 

behavioral effect size with the labeling efficiency to assess whether this variation could 

be attributed to differences in the number of TeNT-expressing BPNs. When we 

examined the relationship between TeNT-labeled SupV neurons and the slopes of EMG 

values, we found that experimental mice with a higher number of TeNT expressing 

SupV neurons showed a significant difference in the slope of measured EMG from 

controls (F(1,206)=201.809, p<0.0001), and from mice with fewer TeNT-labeled SupV 

BPNs (F(1,146)=71.1288, p<0.0001) (Figure 22F). By contrast, the number of TeNT-labeled 

Rt-MoVII BPNs showed no effects on EMG slopes (F(1, 146)=2.84233, p=0.093). Together, 
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these results suggest that chronic silencing output of SupV BPNs results in an increase in 

the masseter muscle activation amplitude and integrated amplitude. 

5.4 Effects of unilateral optogenetic silencing of BPNs 

To investigate how silencing SupV BPNs might increase masseter burst 

amplitudes during jaw-closing events, we acutely inhibited SupV BPN activity using 

archaeorhodopsin (Arch, Figure 23). We expressed Cre in BPNs using the retrograde 

split-Cre method in Ai35 mice, which express Arch under the control of Cre (Madisen et 

al., 2012). Two weeks later, we implanted an optic fiber unilaterally above the SupV on 

one side and implanted EMG electrodes into both the left and right masseter (See 

Section 5.2, Figure 23A). At least one week later, bilateral masseter muscle activity was 

recorded in the awake behaving animal during Arch-mediated inhibition of BPNs via a 

561 nm laser administered through the optic implant for 10 seconds. 
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Figure 23: Acute optogenetic inactivation of SupV BPNs reveals a tonic inhibitory 

function in setting bilateral muscle tone. A, We expressed Arch in BPNs by injecting 

RG-LV-CreN and RG-LV-CreC into the left and right MoV, respectively, in Ai35 mice. 

An optic fiber was implanted dorsal to SupV unilaterally, and EMG electrodes were 

implanted bilaterally into the left and right masseter muscles. (B-E), 10-second Arch-

mediated silencing of SupV BPNs resulted in an increase in masseter muscle tone 

both during quiet (B) and active (C) EMG epochs in Ai35 mice (n=5) versus control 

Ai14 mice (n=4). This effect occurred bilaterally at the 118-122Hz band (D) in all 

experimental mice (E). F, An aftereffect of increased bilateral muscle tone was also 

observed post optogenetic silencing of SupV BPNs. All values shown are ± SEM. 
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Acute optogenetic inhibition of SupV BPNs induced a significant bilateral 

increase in baseline muscle tone compared to controls (Two-tailed Student’s t-test, 

p=0.0045), both during resting (Figure 23B), and chewing bouts (Figure 23C). We 

identified this effect as occurring in a high frequency band centered at 120 Hz (Figure 

23D). On average, the latency to the onset of increase in EMG power after light-ON was 

1.7 ± 0.3 seconds, while the latency from light-OFF to the decrease in EMG power was 3 

± 0.4 seconds. The total duration of elevated muscle tone induced by the 10 sec Arch 

inhibition was on average 11.1 ± 0.5 seconds. Additionally, the muscle tone did not fully 

return to the pre-stimulus baseline: there was a persistent albeit very small increase in 

muscle tone bilaterally even after the main effect had disappeared (Two-tailed Student’s 

t-test, p=0.0058; Figure 23D-F). Together, these results indicate that inhibition of SupV-

BPNs produces a net disinhibition of masseter motoneurons on both sides which results 

in an increase in jaw-closing muscle tone. Furthermore, acute and transient inhibition of 

SupV-BPNs is sufficient to reset baseline muscle tone to a higher level that persists even 

after the release of inhibition. 

5.5 Effects of unilateral optogenetic activation of BPNs 

The Arch-mediated silencing experiments suggest a net inhibitory output from 

SupV BPNs despite that most of these neurons are glutamatergic (Figure 19G). Yet 

activation of neurons in SupV was suggested to play a role in transient masseter 

activation following stimulation of the dental nerve (Kamogawa et al., 1994; Minkels et 
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al., 1995; Takamatsu et al., 2005), and our physiology experiments indicated that BPN 

activity can produce EPSCs in MoV motoneurons (Figure 20). To examine the effects of 

activating SupV BPNs on bilateral jaw closing in the awake behaving animal, we 

conducted a series of in vivo optogenetic activation experiments with simultaneous 

bilateral EMG recordings. 

To acutely activate BPNs in SupV, we induced ChR2 expression in BPNs by 

expressing Cre in BPNs using the retrograde split-Cre method in Ai32 mice. One to two 

weeks after viral injection, an optic fiber was unilaterally implanted dorsal to the SupV 

on one side, and chronic EMG electrodes were implanted into both the left and right 

masseter muscles (See Section 5.2). 

Bilateral masseter muscle activity was recorded while SupV BPNs on one side 

were activated via 473nm laser pulses administered through the optic implant. We 

stimulated BPNs with 20 msec pulses at 10Hz for 2 seconds and found a consistent 

coordinated activation of both the left and right masseter muscles synchronized to the 

stimulation pulses, but delayed from onset of the laser (253 ± 1 msec latency, Figure 

24A). Such activations were visible during both active (chewing, gnawing, or grooming) 

and quiet (resting) periods of masseter activity (Figure 24B, C-E). Furthermore, photo-

activation of BPNs did not prevent initiation of chewing (Figure 24C), nor did it 

interrupt (Figure 24D), or prolong chewing (Figure 24E). The first peak in each 

stimulation train showed a similar average peak amplitude to that of chewing bursts, 
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while all subsequent peaks showed average amplitudes of approximately 43.1% ± 7.2% 

of the first peak (Figure 24F). Normalized light-induced EMG peaks observed in 

experimental mice were significantly greater than normalized peak EMG values in 

control mice at similar time delays from light onset (two-tailed Student’s t-test, first peak 

p=0.0002; trailing peaks p=0.002). These results indicate that ChR2-mediated activation 

of BPNs can excite masseter motoneurons in the awake behaving animal and are 

consistent with the previously proposed role for SupV excitatory BPNs in relaying 

sensory-induced jaw-closing. 
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Figure 24: Acute unilateral optogenetic activation of SupV BPNs is sufficient to 

induce bilateral masseter activation. A, We expressed ChR2 in BPNs by injecting RG-

LV-CreN and RG-LV-CreC into the left and right MoV, respectively, in Ai32 mice. An 

optic fiber was implanted dorsal to SupV unilaterally, and EMG electrodes were 

implanted bilaterally into the left and right masseter muscles. (B-E), Twenty 20-msec 

pulses of blue light administered at a frequency of 10 Hz induced reliable time-
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locked bilateral masseter activations (blue arrowheads) in quiet EMG epochs (B), and 

during the initiation (C), continuation (D), and termination (E) of chewing behavior 

(orange bars denote chewing bursts). F, Light stimulation induced EMG amplitudes 

in Ai32 mice (n=5) were significantly greater than that observed in control Ai14 mice 

(n=4). The first peak was approximately twice the size of trailing peaks across all 

mice. All values shown are ± SEM. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Summary of major results 

6.1.1 Novel premotor inputs to genioglossus and masseter 
motoneurons 

In Chapters 2 and 3, I mapped the premotor circuitry for the jaw-closing 

masseter and tongue-protruding genioglossus using the recently developed technique of 

transsynaptic tracing using the monosynaptic rabies virus. This work provides the 

anatomical framework for future functional dissection of the neural control of orofacial 

behaviors, and further uncovered a set of simple premotor circuit configurations that are 

ideally suited to orchestrate the orofacial coordination observed in previous behavioral 

studies. 

These monosynaptic tracing studies provide evidence that many putatively 

premotor nuclei identified by retrograde tracing studies directly synapse onto masseter 

or genioglossus motoneurons, including neurons located bilaterally in the pontine and 

medullary reticular formation. I identified both masseter and genioglossus premotor 

neurons in these reticular regions as consisting of a mixed population of glutamatergic, 

GABAergic, and glycinergic neurons, while premotor neurons in the midline Raphé 

were serotoninergic. 

I also identified novel premotor inputs to both masseter and genioglossus 

motoneurons in the early postnatal animal, including labeling in the deep cerebellar 
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nuclei, the dorsal mesencephalic reticular formation, and the red nucleus. I found that 

premotor neurons in the deep cerebellar nuclei and dorsal mesencephalic reticular 

formation are glutamatergic populations, implicating a role for these regions in 

activating jaw-closing or tongue-protruding behaviors. A summary of these results is 

represented in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: A summary diagram of the various shared and distinct premotor nuclei 

containing neurons projecting to the masseter or genioglossus motoneurons. Green 

represents inputs to genioglossus motoneurons, while blue represents inputs to 

masseter motoneurons. Thickness of line denotes percentage of premotor inputs 

arising from a specific nucleus as determined in Tables 2 and 3. Large solid line: 

>30%; medium solid line: 10-30%; small solid line: 1-10%; dotted line: <1%. 
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Finally, I investigated developmental changes in the masseter premotor circuit 

across the developmental time period during which chewing behavior emerges. This 

study identified the lateral paragigantocellular nucleus as a region which doubles its 

inputs to masseter motoneurons across this time period, implicating these neurons in 

facilitating the transition from suckling to chewing. 

6.1.2 Anatomical substrates for coordination with the genioglossus 

In Chapter 3, I found that premotor neurons traced from injections into the 

genioglossus also form synaptic boutons onto motoneurons located in the digastric 

motor nucleus, which contains jaw-opening motoneurons, and the central facial motor 

nucleus, which contains motoneurons of the lips and face. These projections could be 

essential in coordinating activity between tongue protrusion and lip and cheek firming, 

and between tongue protrusion and jaw-opening, which occurs during licking and 

suckling behaviors (Travers and Jackson, 1992; Dinardo and Travers, 1994; Tamura et al., 

1996). 

I furthermore directly compared premotor populations of the tongue-protruding 

genioglossus and the jaw-closing masseter in a two-color monosynaptic rabies tracing 

experiment. From this study, I discovered that premotor populations in the medullary 

reticular formation adjacent to the hypoglossal motor nucleus were separated 

anatomically into a dorsal group which synapse onto genioglossus motoneurons and a 

ventral group which synapse onto masseter motoneurons. A previous study has 
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identified neurons of the pre-Bötzinger complex, which contains the central pattern 

generator for inspiration, in projecting to both of these regions (Tan et al., 2010). These 

data combined with my results suggest that medullary reticular premotor neurons may 

coordinate breathing with jaw and tongue movements. 

From this same experiment, I also discovered that masseter and genioglossus 

premotor neurons exhibit a similar spatial distribution in the reticular region dorsal to 

the facial motor nucleus (Rt-MoVII), but maintain distinct populations. As this region 

has been implicated in chewing rhythmogenesis (Chandler et al., 1990) and contains 

neurons rhythmically active during different phases of chewing (Hiraba et al., 1988), it is 

possible that these distinct premotor groups coordinate rhythmic input to motoneurons 

resulting in the alternating activation of genioglossus and masseter muscles as is 

observed during chewing behavior (Kakizaki et al., 2002). 

6.1.3 Anatomical substrates for coordination with the masseter 

In Chapter 2, I found that some premotor neurons traced from the masseter also 

form synaptic boutons onto distinct motoneurons located in the dorsal hypoglossal 

motor nucleus where tongue-retracting motoneurons are located, and the central facial 

motor nucleus where muscles of the face and lips are located. These neurons could 

coordinate jaw-closing and tongue-retracting activity such as occurs during chewing 

and other orofacial behaviors (Travers and Jackson, 1992; Liu et al., 1993), and 

coordinate jaw-closing activity with activity of muscles of the lips and inner wall of the 
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cheek (Tamura et al., 1996; Dutra et al., 2010). Coordination among these pairs of 

muscles is important to prevent self-injury during jaw closing behaviors. 

Additionally, I found evidence that left masseter premotor neurons also project 

to the right trigeminal motor nucleus, where right masseter motoneurons are located. To 

further investigate this result, I conducted a two-color monosynaptic rabies tracing 

experiment infecting the left and right masseter muscles. I found that premotor neurons 

in multiple reticular nuclei of the brainstem, including the medullary and pontine 

reticular nuclei, the supratrigeminal and peritrigeminal regions, and the dorsal principal 

trigeminal sensory nucleus synapse simultaneously onto left and right masseter 

motoneurons. Many of these regions have been implicated in bilaterally coordinated 

jaw-closing behaviors (Juch et al., 1993; Kamogawa et al., 1994). Thus, these neurons 

likely play a role in synchronized control of bilateral masseter muscles. 

6.1.4 Localization, additional targets, and characterization of 
bilaterally projecting neurons 

In Chapter 4, I further investigated these bilaterally projecting neurons (BPNs) 

using a novel combination of a retrograde lentivirus and a split-intein mediated split-

Cre recombinase system. In a Cre reporter line, I identified these neurons as 

predominantly localized to the reticular region dorsal to the facial motor nucleus (Rt-

MoVII) and the supratrigeminal region dorsal to the trigeminal motor nucleus (SupV). I 

found that these neurons project not only to left and right MoV, but also bilaterally to 
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the central facial motor nucleus and the hypoglossal motor nucleus. Thus, at least some 

of these neurons are “trifurcating” neurons which project to three motor nuclei, each of 

which contains motoneurons for distinct orofacial muscles. This work uncovered a 

previously undocumented level of connectivity between individual premotor neurons 

and multiple downstream motor targets. These findings also raise the question of 

whether some BPNs could in fact project to all six of these premotor nuclei (i.e. 

bilaterally to MoXII, central MoVII, and MoV). 

In addition to motor nuclei, I found that BPNs project to other premotor regions, 

including the medullary reticular formation and dorsal mesencephalic sensory nucleus, 

as well as the reticulotegmental nucleus and both the dorsal raphé and lateral 

periaqueductal gray. 

I next used in situ hybridization to identify the neurotransmitter phenotypes of 

BPNs in Rt-MoVII and SupV. I discovered that both of these regions consist of similar 

proportions of GABAergic, glycinergic and glutamatergic neurons, although both 

regions contained predominantly glutamatergic BPNs. Additional physiological 

characterization of BPN inputs to trigeminal motoneurons in slice revealed that BPN 

activation induces both excitatory and inhibitory currents in motoneurons. These results 

are consistent with previous physiology experiments investigating unilateral MoV 

inputs from SupV and Rt-MoVII (Kolta, 1997). 
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6.1.5 Functional roles for SupV BPNs in chewing and gnawing 
behavior 

In Chapter 5, I investigated the role of this mixed population of BPNs in jaw 

closing behavior in the freely moving mouse. Initially, I silenced a subset of BPNs in 

mice by expressing tetantus toxin light chain (TeNT) in BPNs with four viral injections 

and recorded the effect of this manipulation using two sets of chronic EMG implants 

into the left and right masseter muscles. These experiments revealed a critical role for 

SupV BPN signaling in maintaining an appropriately low level of bilateral masseter 

activation during jaw closing events in chewing and gnawing behavior. In mice without 

a sufficient number of signaling SupV BPNs, bilateral masseter burst integrated 

amplitude increased to approximately six times greater than baseline values. This 

experiment indicates a role for SupV BPNs in suppressing masseter activity during 

natural jaw closing. 

In order to better understand how silencing SupV BPNs might cause this effect, I 

expressed the light-activated proton pump archaeorhodopsin (Arch) in SupV BPNs with 

bilateral injections of the retrograde lentivirus expressing split-Cre into the MoV of Ai35 

mice. Following this, I implanted an optic fiber unilaterally above SupV, and implanted 

chronic EMG electrodes bilaterally into the left and right masseter muscles. I then 

acutely silenced SupV BPNs in the freely moving mouse via application of a 561 nm 

laser through the optic fiber. 
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I found that silencing SupV BPNs unilaterally induced a bilateral increase in 

masseter muscle tone in both the resting state, when no jaw closing events occurred, and 

during chewing and gnawing behavior. The onset and offset of this increase in muscle 

tone delayed onset and offset of light. Additionally, a lasting effect of increased muscle 

tone was evident well after light-offset. These results suggest that a group of 

“inhibitory” BPNs are tonically active to produce an inhibitory drive onto masseter 

motoneurons. This inhibition opposes a second tonic excitatory input to maintain an 

appropriately low muscle tone bilaterally. 

In my final set of experiments, I expressed the light-gated ion channel 

channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in SupV BPNs through bilateral injections of the retrograde 

lentivirus expressing split-Cre in Ai32 mice. Following these injections, I implanted an 

optic fiber unilaterally, and chronic EMG electrodes bilaterally into the left and right 

masseter muscles. I then transiently activated SupV BPNs by sending pulses of 473 nm 

light through the optic fiber in the freely moving mouse. 

I found that acute activation of SupV BPNs unilaterally induced transient 

bilateral masseter activation time-locked to each light onset, such that the peak of each 

EMG burst occurred ~250 msec after light onset. Additionally, subsequent bursts were 

on average one half of the amplitude of the initial burst. These bursts occurred both 

during the resting state and during (and on top of) rhythmic masseter bursting during 

chewing and gnawing behavior. Together, these results indicate that there is a 
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population of “excitatory” SupV BPNs which are normally not active, but which can 

increase masseter motoneuron activity bilaterally during the resting state and during 

normal jaw closing events. Additionally, activation of these neurons recruit inhibitory 

circuitry to dampen further activation events. 

A model of the simplest mechanism by which these results may arise is 

illustrated in Figure 26. However, when considering these results it is important to keep 

in mind that BPNs also project to premotor regions such as MdRt, PeriV, and to 

upstream midbrain nuclei. Thus activation or inhibition of SupV BPNs may alternatively 

modulate polysynaptic circuitry to produce net excitatory or inhibitory effects in 

masseter muscle activity. 

 

Figure 26: A simple model of SupV BPN function in regulating masseter motoneuron 

activity. A, During the resting state, excitatory SupV BPNs are inactive while 

inhibitory neurons are tonically active to maintain a balanced low level of masseter 
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muscle tone bilaterally. B, During ChR2-mediated activation, excitatory SupV BPNs 

are activated to induce phasic bilateral masseter EMG responses, while inhibitory 

SupV BPNs remain active to balance muscle tone. C, During Arch-mediated 

inhibition, excitatory SupV BPNs remain inactive while inhibitory SupV BPNs are 

silenced, disinhibiting MoV motoneurons resulting in an increase in bilateral 

masseter muscle tone. 

Additionally, some BPNs were found in other peritrigeminal regions and some 

MoV interneurons were also labeled. Optic manipulation of SupV neurons could have 

manipulated these neurons as well. However, SupV contained the largest number of 

neurons in the immediate vicinity of the optic fiber locations, suggesting that the 

reported effects are primarily mediated by SupV BPN manipulation. 

Finally, the light from the unilateral optic fibers likely activated or inhibited BPN 

fibers projecting to the ipsilateral MoV from Rt-MoVII and other BPN regions in 

addition to SupV. However, manipulation of these axons would only modulate the 

ipsilateral masseter, while bilateral effects can be attributed to activation or inhibition of 

SupV BPNs. I found no difference in effect between the ipsilateral or contralateral 

masseter in these experiments, indicating that the reported effects are likely due only to 

direct manipulation of SupV BPNs unilaterally. 

6.2 Functions of BPNs in control of masseter motoneurons and 
muscles 

6.2.1 Masseter activation and jaw reflexes 

SupV neurons which project to the contralateral MoV receive inputs from SpVc 

neurons in the superficial layer, where orofacial pain responsive neurons are located (Li 
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et al., 1998), and some of these SupV neurons may be GABAergic (Li et al., 2005). Both 

SupV and SpVc express the immediate early gene c-Fos following mechanical force 

applied to the teeth, or injection of PFA into the masseter, indicating that both pain and 

sensory stimuli activate these regions (Watanabe et al., 2002). In fact, GABAergic 

neurons in SupV, Rt-MoVII, and MdRt which project to MoXII or MoVII receive 

glutamatergic synapses from SpVc (Dong et al., 2012), and some reticular neurons send 

axons simultaneously to MoXII and MoVII (Dong et al., 2011). Additionally, in a 

decerebrate preparation, unilateral coronal transection of the brainstem between SpVc 

and SupV significantly impairs the jaw-opening reflex (Tsai et al., 1999). These studies 

implicate a model in which orofacial pain signals are mediated through glutamatergic 

SpVc neurons to GABAergic neurons in SupV, Rt-MoVII and MdRt which then inhibit 

jaw-closing, tongue, and facial muscles as seen during the jaw-opening reflex. My 

monosynaptic tracing studies also implicated a direct pathway from SpVc and SpVo to 

genioglossus motoneurons, and from SpVo to masseter motoneurons which may 

contribute to these coordinated sensory reflexes. 

From my experiments, it is clear that some neurons in SupV, Rt-MoVII and MdRt 

project to bilateral MoV and either central MoVII, MoXII, or both, and that many of 

these neurons are GABAergic and/or glycinergic. However, in the freely moving mouse, 

acute activation of SupV BPNs resulted in transient bilateral activation of the masseter, 
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rather than inhibition, mimicking results found by activating SupV neurons with 

electrical stimulation (Ohta and Moriyama, 1986; Takamatsu et al., 2005). 

While this activation could arise from polysynaptic pathways, SupV BPNs are 

approximately 60% glutamatergic, and the latency to masseter activation from unilateral 

optic stimulation was equivalent in the left and right masseter muscles. Together, these 

results support a role for glutamatergic SupV BPNs in the optogenetically-induced 

activation of masseter motoneurons that I observed. 

Approximately 20% of SupV BPNs are GABAergic, and 20% of SupV BPNs are 

glycinergic, and optogenetic activation of BPNs in slice induced IPSCs in addition to 

EPSCs in MoV motoneurons (see Chapter 4). Thus, it is likely that inhibitory SupV BPNs 

were activated in addition to glutamatergic SupV BPNs in this preparation, but that 

their effect on masseter activation was countered by the greater number of excitatory 

SupV BPN inputs. Inhibitory circuitry was also recruited during trailing ChR2 

stimulations to reduce BPN-induced masseter activation. BPNs in Rt-MoVII and/or 

SupV project to MdRt bilaterally, and neurons in MdRt inhibit MoV motoneurons 

(Pedroarena et al., 1990; Castillo et al., 1991). Thus, one potential pathway for this 

inhibitory signal is from excitatory SupV BPNs to inhibitory MdRt neurons which 

project back to MoV. 

Excitatory MesV proprioceptive neurons project to both SupV and MoV 

(Lingenhohl and Friauf, 1991; Luo et al., 2001b) and may be important in transiently 
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increasing motoneuron drive to the masseter muscles when biting down on a hard food 

(Morimoto et al., 1989; Liu et al., 1993). When MesV neurons are activated, this results in 

the short latency jaw-closing reflex, which occurs bilaterally (Satoh et al., 2009), and 

could be driven in part by MesV activation of excitatory SupV BPNs. 

6.2.2 Masseter inhibition and muscle tone 

Neurons in SupV receive orofacial pain inputs from the caudal spinal trigeminal 

nucleus (Li et al., 1998; Dong et al., 2011) and jaw-closing proprioceptive input (Luo et 

al., 2001b), and respond to pressure to the teeth, passive jaw stretch and sensory input to 

the tongue (Minkels et al., 1991; Inoue et al., 2002; Takamatsu et al., 2005). Stimulation of 

the alveolar nerve activates SupV and Rt-MoVII neurons leading to inhibition of 

motoneurons in MoV and the central MoVII (Kamogawa et al., 1994; Minkels et al., 

1995). These studies and others have led to the hypothesis that neurons in SupV may 

mediate the motor inhibition component of orofacial pain reflexes and transmit it to 

motoneurons bilaterally. 

Transient silencing of SupV BPNs resulted in an increase in masseter muscle tone 

bilaterally, indicating the existence of a tonically active population of SupV BPNs that 

induces inhibitory responses in motoneurons. GABA and glycine have been implicated 

in inhibiting muscle tone in the masseter in the awake rodent through GABA-A and 

glycine receptors, respectively (Brooks and Peever, 2008). I found that the population of 
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SupV BPNs contain substantial numbers of both GABAergic and glycinergic neurons, 

which could act as the source of this inhibitory input onto masseter motoneurons. 

The change in muscle tone induced by acute SupV BPN inhibition is delayed 

from laser onset by more than 1.5 seconds. Archaeorhodopsin in Ai35 mice 

hyperpolarizes neurons with millisecond response times to light in slice (Madisen et al., 

2012), indicating that this delay is not due to protein kinetics. Masseter motoneurons are 

thought to be under tonic glycinergic drive (Enomoto et al., 1987), which could result in 

a high level of glycine in MoV. At least in MoXII, glycinergic synapses are highly active 

in slice (Berger et al., 1998). Thus, the delay between laser onset and change in muscle 

tone may be related to delays in synaptic clearance of glycine by glycine transporters 

and diffusion. 

Another possibility is that the disinhibition that I observed is the result of 

disinhibiting an upstream excitatory drive to masseter motoneurons. Excitatory input to 

maintain muscle tone arises at least in part from glutamatergic (Burgess et al., 2008) and 

noradrenergic (Burgess and Peever, 2013) inputs onto masseter motoneurons. MesV 

contains glutamatergic neurons which synapse onto MoV motoneurons (Lingenhohl and 

Friauf, 1991) and receive GABAergic input from SupV. However, this GABAergic input 

is excitatory due to high intracellular concentrations of Cl- in MesV neurons (Verdier et 

al., 2004). Thus, while MesV neurons may play a role in modulating muscle tone, they 

are not a likely source of disinhibited excitatory input to MoV motoneurons. 
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An alternative excitatory source which acts on jaw muscle tone is noradrenergic 

neurons. Using retrograde tracers and dopamine-β-hydroxylase staining, noradrenergic 

neurons which project to MoV have been identified in the locus coeruleus, subcoeruleus, 

A5, and A7 nuclei (Lyons and Grzanna, 1988). I did not observe clear projections from 

BPNs to these nuclei, but SupV BPNs could convey a polysynaptic signal to locus 

coeruleus noradrenergic neurons through either the PAG or the medullary reticular 

formation (Aston-Jones et al., 1991). While such a polysynaptic effect is purely 

speculative with current data, the circuitry does not exclude such a hypothesis. 

Importantly, some interneurons in MoV project to the contralateral MoV (Ter 

Horst et al., 1990; McDavid et al., 2006) and were labeled with the retrograde split-Cre 

virus. MoV interneurons consist of a mixed population of glutamatergic, GABAergic, 

and glycinergic neurons (McDavid et al., 2006). As BPNs were identified only by their 

projection targets, it is possible that some SupV BPNs synapse onto MoV interneurons. 

As a result, optogenetic manipulation of BPNs may either directly (via laser stimulation) 

or indirectly (via potential SupV BPN inputs to interneurons) influence bilaterally 

projecting MoV interneurons and thereby result in the effects that I observed on 

masseter activity. Thus, optogenetically silencing SupV BPNs could produce a bilateral 

increase in masseter tone either via a direct disinhibition of masseter motoneurons, or an 

indirect excitation of masseter motoneurons via disinhibition of noradrenergic inputs, or 

a combination of these effects through MoV interneurons. 
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6.2.3 Chronic silencing of BPNs and rhythmic activity 

Chronic silencing of BPNs with tetanus toxin light chain (TeNT) resulted in an 

increase in masseter activation amplitude and integrated amplitude during chewing. 

The circuitry discussed above could contribute to this effect. Noradrenergic input to 

MoV is known to facilitate the monosynaptic jaw-closing reflex initiated by MesV 

signaling (Morilak and Jacobs, 1985). MesV proprioceptive neurons are rhythmically 

active during rhythmic jaw-opening as occurs during chewing (Yamamoto et al., 1989). 

It is possible that TeNT silencing of SupV BPNs resulted in a polysynaptic disinhibition 

of noradrenergic inputs to MoV, resulting in a facilitation of rhythmic excitatory MesV 

input to MoV motoneurons during chewing, and thus larger masseter bursts in these 

mice. 

However, as with the optogenetic silencing experiment, an increase in masseter 

activation during chewing bursts could just as easily be caused by release of direct 

inhibition of motoneurons as by disinhibiton of upstream excitatory inputs. During 

cortically-induced rhythmic jaw movements, neurons in both SupV and Rt-MoVII are 

rhythmically active, with some neurons active during jaw-opening while others are 

active during jaw-closing (Donga and Lund, 1991; Inoue et al., 1992). In this preparation, 

glycine inputs (as identified by strychnine application) in MoV are primarily active 

during the masseter interburst period, or jaw-opening phase of chewing, while GABA 

inputs (as identified by GABA-A receptor antagonists) are primarily active during the 
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burst period, or jaw-closing phase of chewing (Inoue et al., 1994). This data suggests that 

rhythmic glycinergic premotor neurons dampen jaw-closer activity to enable jaw-

opening, while rhythmic GABAergic premotor neurons balance jaw-closer activation 

amplitude. Together, these studies implicate a release of phasic GABAergic inhibition of 

jaw-closing motoneuron activity in mediating the increase in jaw-closer force evident in 

the TeNT study. 

6.2.4 Non-motor outputs of BPNs 

BPNs not only project bilaterally to MoV, central MoVII and MoXII, but also to 

MdRt, the vestibular nucleus, and midbrain nuclei. I found that MdRt contains premotor 

neurons for both masseter and genioglossus motoneurons, and others have found that 

some MdRt neurons project to facial motoneurons (Cunningham and Sawchenko, 2000). 

Neurons in MdRt are rhythmically active during chewing and licking to produce 

rhythmic tongue movements (Yamamoto et al., 1989; Sahara et al., 1996), and muscimol 

infusion into MdRt prevents licking and rejection behavior in rats while preserving 

water spout probing behavior (Chen et al., 2001). Neurons in MdRt also receive 

projections from the pre-Bötzinger complex (Tan et al., 2010), suggesting a role for 

coordinating tongue activity during breathing. Thus, BPN inputs to MdRt may 

coordinate chewing rhythmic output with that of licking and breathing. 

BPNs also project to other nuclei, including the vestibular nucleus (Ve), pontine 

reticular formation (PnO), lateral periaqueductal gray (lPAG), dorsal raphe nucleus 
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(DRN), mesencephalic reticular formation (MRf) and reticulotegmental nucleus (RtTG). 

Neurons in Ve, PnO, lPAG, and DRN have all been implicated in pain sensation. 

Stimulation of the red nucleus facilitates the jaw-opening reflex, and this facilitation is 

thought to be mediated in part by neurons in Ve (Satoh et al., 2016). PnO contains 

neurons which have been implicated in sleep, anesthesia, and changes in sleep state, but 

also in hyperalgesia associated with sleep deprivation (Vanini et al., 2014). BPN 

projections to PnO could relate to how pain sensations interact with sleep and 

wakefulness. Electrical stimulation of lPAG inhibits the jaw-opening reflex through the 

nucleus submedius (Zhang et al., 1999), while the DRN has been implicated in stress 

tolerance (Silva et al., 2016) and general analgesia (Mamede Rosa et al., 1998). Like lPAG, 

electrical stimulation of the DRN inhibits the jaw-opening reflex to painful stimulation 

of the alveolar nerve, potentially mediated by inhibition of SpVc responses to pain 

(Andersen et al., 1978). Pain responsive neurons in SpVc project to GABAergic SupV 

neurons projecting to MoV (Li et al., 2005). These results combined with our projection 

data implicate SupV GABAergic neurons in not only reducing jaw-closing muscle tone 

in response to pain, but also modulating the orofacial response to painful stimuli by 

targeting analgesic circuitry. 

The MRf and RtTg likely play a role in timing of jaw movements. The RtTg has 

been shown to provide extensive inputs to the cerebellum, and degenerates in cases of 

spinocerebellar ataxia, suggesting a role in coordinated motor behavior (Newman and 
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Ginsberg, 1992; Rub et al., 2004). I found that the MRf contains glutamatergic masseter 

premotor neurons. Stimulation of this region can induce rhythmic activation of the 

masseter and digastric muscles in guinea pigs (Hashimoto et al., 1989), while stimulation 

of the adjacent pedunculotegmental nucleus in humans can recover voluntary control of 

jaw movements in patients with Parkinson’s disease (Mazzone et al., 2012). Ablation of 

the MRf along with the overlying superior colliculus has been shown to abolish 

rhythmic jaw movements induced by systemic application of apomorphine (a dopamine 

receptor agonist) (Chandler and Goldberg, 1984), and infusions of GABA antagonists 

into the MRf induces gnawing and biting behavior in rats (Imperato and Di Chiara, 

1981). Thus, BPNs may modulate upstream nuclei to influence timing of orofacial 

activity through the RtTg, or potentially the initiation of orofacial movements through 

the MRf. 

6.3 Functions of central premotor inputs to masseter and 
genioglossus motoneurons 

6.3.1 The lateral paragigantocellular nucleus 

Electrical stimulation of the cortical masticatory area produces rhythmic 

activation of jaw and tongue muscles. However, I did not observe any consistent 

labeling of cortical neurons in the monosynaptic tracing studies, indicating that these 

cortical inputs must be relayed through other brainstem neurons to elicit orofacial 

behaviors. The lateral paragigantocellular reticularis (LPGi) has been implicated as 
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containing such relay neurons (Nakamura and Katakura, 1995).  A population of LPGi 

neurons that synapse with whisker motoneurons receive direct cortical inputs (Takatoh 

et al., 2013).  I labeled neurons in the LPGi in tracing experiments both from the masseter 

and from the genioglossus muscles. In postnatal 15-day-old mice, I saw an increase in 

the number of LPGi neurons synapsing on masseter motoneurons as compared to 

postnatal 8-day-old mice. This change tracks the transition from suckling to chewing 

(Westneat and Hall, 1992), implicating LPGi neurons in mediating an initiation signal to 

chewing circuitry. 

6.3.2 The deep cerebellar nuclei 

From my monosynaptic premotor tracing experiments, I found that neurons in 

the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) provide excitatory presynaptic inputs to masseter and 

to genioglossus motoneurons. Stimulation of the DCN in monkeys results in 

genioglossus activation and changes in breathing rate and amplitude (Bowman and 

Aldes, 1980).  The cerebellum has also been found to play a role in controlling jaw-force 

(Larson and Sutton, 1978; Bryant et al., 2010). However, the DCN has not previously 

been implicated in directly contacting masseter or genioglossus motoneurons in the 

neonate. Furthermore, where DCN axons project into the brainstem in non-murine 

species, the projection path is known to be primarily ipsilateral, with only sparse 

contralateral projections (Cohen et al., 1958; Ruigrok and Voogd, 1990). Previous 

retrograde or transsynaptic tracing studies in rodents did not comment on any deep 
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cerebellar nuclei labeling, even in polysynaptic tracing experiments (Travers and 

Norgren, 1983; Fay and Norgren, 1997a; Kolta et al., 2000). By contrast, in our 

transsynaptic studies, we found that the fastigial nucleus of the DCN provides inputs to 

contralateral masseter motoneurons in the early postnatal mouse. Additionally, we 

observed that a small number of neurons in both the fastigial and dentate nuclei of the 

DCN provide inputs onto genioglossus motoneurons. In an anterograde tracing study in 

the adult mouse conducted at the Allen Institute for Brain Sciences, fastigial neurons do 

give rise to a major contralateral projection pathway as well as ipsilateral projections and 

sparse fastigial axon terminals are seen inside the contralateral MoV (Oh et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, tracing results from either the fastigial or the dentate nucleus revealed 

sparse axon terminals inside MoXII (Oh et al., 2014). Although these DCN innervations 

of contralateral MoV and MoXII are sparse in adult mice, it is possible that in newborn 

mice there are transiently more connections. 

6.3.3 The nucleus of the solitary tract 

The nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) is thought to play a major role in taste 

processing (Bradley and Grabauskas, 1998). Previous tracing studies have suggested that 

the NTS contains neurons which project directly to the hypoglossal nucleus (Dobbins 

and Feldman, 1995; Fay and Norgren, 1997b). My results support these findings, and 

show that some NTS neurons provide monosynaptic input onto tongue protruding 

genioglossus motoneurons. While sparse, this input could play a central role in the taste 
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reactivity test (Grill and Norgren, 1978a, b), which has been used extensively in 

assessing the interaction of taste processing and ingestive behaviors (Flynn, 1995). These 

stereotypic responses to tastes include both ingestive and rejection-like behaviors (Grill 

and Norgren, 1978b). They have been found to be independent of cortical areas and 

highly consistent across animals, implicating the involvement of a highly conserved 

brainstem-mediated reflex pathway (Grill and Norgren, 1978a). Neurons in the NTS are 

active during swallowing (Umezaki et al., 1998), and activation of the rostral NTS 

induces both licking and gaping (a component of rejection behavior) (Kinzeler and 

Travers, 2008). Thus, genioglossus premotor neurons in the NTS may play a role in 

reflexive taste behaviors. 

6.3.4 The red nucleus 

The red nucleus has previously been implicated in sensorimotor control, and has 

been found to project to multiple premotor orofacial sensory nuclei including SpVo, 

SpVc, dPrV and the vestibular nuclei (Edwards, 1972). Additionally, the red nucleus 

receives projections from sensory cortex, including that which induces rhythmic jaw 

movements when electrically stimulated (Kato et al., 2015), and is associated with 

muscle twitches during sleep (Del Rio-Bermudez et al., 2015). Electrical stimulation of 

the red nucleus causes jaw closing during the jaw-opening phase of fictive mastication, 

and increases both duration and amplitude of masseter activation during the jaw-closing 

phase (Satoh et al., 2006a). Additionally, stimulation of the red nucleus inhibits the jaw-
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opening reflex induced by high-intensity stimulation of the inferior alveolar nerve, 

associated with activation of pain fibers (Yajima et al., 2012; Satoh et al., 2013). On the 

other hand, stimulation of the red nucleus facilitates the jaw-opening reflex induced by 

low-intensity stimulation of this nerve, which activates non-painful sensory fibers (Satoh 

et al., 2003; Satoh et al., 2013). My monosynaptic tracing studies indicate that the red 

nucleus may directly control muscle activity via monosynaptic connections to jaw and 

tongue motoneurons in addition to polysynaptic modification of sensory responses such 

as the jaw-opening reflex. 

6.4 Pattern generation and its relationship to premotor circuitry 
for jaw and tongue movements 

Over a century ago, T. Graham Brown established the theory of central pattern 

generators when he found that decerebrate, deafferented cats produced a locomotor 

rhythm despite lack of upstream or afferent input (Brown, 1911). Since then, locomotion 

neuroscientists have developed numerous models of pattern generating circuitry based 

on experimental findings (reviewed here, (McCrea and Rybak, 2008)). The most basic 

model of pattern generation for locomotion is the half-center model. This model uses 

mutual inhibition to ensure that each excitatory half-center is only active when the other 

half-center is not (Figure 27A). In order for this circuit to produce a functional rhythm, 

each half-center must undergo some undefined lessening of strength, or fatigue, after a 

set amount of time. At a certain point, this fatigue enables the other half-center to 
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overcome inhibition to increase its activity. Each half-center projects to motor neurons, 

thereby alternating excitation of flexors and extensors. 

 

Figure 27: Models of pattern generation for production of limb and orofacial 

behaviors. A, A simple half-center model for limb rhythmogenesis and coordination 

produces alternating flexor and extensor activation. B, An extended half-center model 

separates rhythmogenesis from coordinated activation of muscles, enabling 

integration of sensory and descending inputs in the production of patterned muscle 

activity. C, In orofacial behaviors, a simple half-center model analogous to that in A 
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does not enable the variety of activation patterns that are required for orofacial 

behaviors. A tongue CPG which generates a pattern of alternating activity in tongue 

protrusors and retractors such as is necessary during chewing (solid arrows) cannot 

also be used for pattern generation during swallowing when both protrusors and 

retractors are coactivated (dotted arrow). D, A separation of circuitry for 

rhythmogenesis and coordinated activation of muscles enables flexible recruitment of 

various muscle groups during a diversity of orofacial behaviors. 

In the intervening years since this model was proposed, experimental evidence 

has suggested that locomotor pattern generation, or the coordinated activity of distinct 

groups of motoneurons may be performed by circuitry downstream from rhythm 

generation. Rhythm generating neurons project onto pattern generating neurons which 

then integrate rhythm, sensory, and other inputs to relay the final activation signals onto 

motoneurons (McCrea and Rybak, 2008). This theory does not contradict a half-center 

model of rhythm generation, but instead adds a secondary excitatory relay between 

rhythm generating machinery and motoneurons where other inputs can be integrated 

(Figure 27B). 

Orofacial motoneurons must be coordinated in different ways for different 

behaviors, so a CRG for each behavior may be more effective than a CPG for each 

muscle as appears to be the case in locomotion. For example, tongue protruding and 

tongue retracting muscles are activated in alternation during chewing and licking 

(Travers and Jackson, 1992), but are activated at the same time during swallowing and 

rejection (Tomomune and Takata, 1988; Dinardo and Travers, 1994). Additionally, 

tongue motoneurons do not receive rhythmic inhibitory inputs during fictive chewing 
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(Sahara et al., 1988). Thus a CPG for tongue protrusors and tongue retractors would 

need to produce more flexible outputs than a simple half-center model would allow 

(Figure 27C). 

A modified half-center model which separates behaviorally-specific rhythm 

generating components from behavior-general pattern generating components more 

clearly enables this type of coordination (Figure 27D). Separate CRGs for chewing, 

breathing, and swallowing could all coordinate with each other through premotor 

pattern generating circuitry (Figure 27D). 

This model could provide an alternative explanation for why chronic silencing of 

a large number of BPNs in Rt-MoVII using tetanus toxin light chain did not alter 

chewing rhythm. Rt-MoVII has been implicated in a number of studies in generating the 

rhythm for chewing. Muscimol infusion into Rt-MoVII prevents licking and rejection 

behavior in rats while preserving water spout probing behavior (Chen et al., 2001), and 

lidocaine infusion into Rt-MoVII disrupts bilateral rhythmic digastric activation caused 

by electrical stimulation of the cortical masticatory area (Chandler et al., 1990). While 

some Rt-MoVII neurons burst fire when depolarized, not all of them do, suggesting that 

Rt-MoVII may consist of a mixed population of rhythm-generating neurons and non-

rhythm-generating neurons (Min et al., 2003). 

Taking this into consideration along with a model of split CRG-CPG circuitry, Rt-

MoVII BPNs could receive rhythm generating inputs from other neurons in Rt-MoVII 
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and relay this rhythm onto masseter motoneurons bilaterally, ensuring bilaterally 

coordinated rhythmic jaw closing. In such a model, rhythm generating neurons could 

also send rhythmic information directly onto jaw motoneurons unilaterally, though this 

is not a requirement. This model also agrees with my monosynaptic tracing results 

which revealed distinct subpopulations of genioglossus and masseter premotor neurons 

in Rt-MoVII despite a spatial overlap in their distributions. These neurons may represent 

pattern generating neurons which relay rhythmic information from upstream neurons in 

Rt-MoVII to motoneurons active during jaw-closing (masseter premotor neurons) or 

during jaw-opening (genioglossus premotor neurons). 

Similarly, neurons which project to both genioglossus tongue-protruding 

motoneurons and digastric jaw-opening motoneurons, or genioglossus and facial 

motoneurons could be recruited by behavior-specific CRGs which require coordinated 

jaw-opening and tongue protrusion, or tongue protrusion and lip or buccinator (inner 

wall of the cheek) stiffening, such as during licking, chewing, or suckling. Thus, the set 

of coordinating circuit elements that I identified with my monosynaptic premotor 

tracing studies could be flexibly recruited by different behavioral CRGs to enable proper 

orofacial coordination. 
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6.5 Final conclusions and implications for orofacial motor 
control and coordination 

The premotor circuitry for the jaw and tongue requires a high degree of 

coordination between muscles of the jaw, tongue, and face. Furthermore, these muscles 

must be coordinated differentially depending on which orofacial behavior is being 

performed. In locomotor behavior, spinal circuits enable coordinated movement via 

individual rhythm and pattern generators for the muscles of each limb. As limbs are 

primarily involved in only one rhythmic behavior, one pattern generator per limb is 

sufficient. Bilaterally, limbs are generally activated in opposing patterns, which requires 

that their pattern generation circuitry remain distinct. However, with muscles of the jaw, 

tongue and face, bilateral coordination is essential for production of smooth movements 

necessary for proper ingestion, and the same sets of muscles must coordinate in different 

ways across a variety of behaviors. This fundamental difference in architecture demands 

a distinct method of circuit organization. 

Previous work has implicated separate regions of the brainstem in generating the 

rhythms for various orofacial behaviors, with breathing rhythmogenesis occurring in the 

pre-Bötzinger complex, swallowing and licking rhythmogenesis originating in the 

nucleus of the solitary tract, and chewing rhythmogenesis arising in the pontine reticular 

nuclei dorsal to the facial motor nucleus. The coordinating circuitry identified in this 

dissertation provides a premotor substrate through which behavior-specific CRGs may 
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flexibly activate different groups of muscles at once. Thus, behaviors which require 

similar types of coordination may coopt the use of overlapping populations of poly-

projecting premotor neurons. The behavioral studies in this dissertation provide 

evidence that a population of neurons in the supratrigeminal region projecting to both 

the left and right trigeminal motor nuclei can mediate such coordinated muscle activity. 

In fact, these experiments support a role for supratrigeminal bilaterally projecting 

neurons in active control of bilateral masseter activity in the freely moving animal. 

The mystery behind how premotor circuitry gives rise to coordinated orofacial 

muscle activity is far from solved. Future experiments may use the retrograde split-Cre 

system employed here to investigate the role of bifurcating premotor neurons in the 

coordination of distinct orofacial muscles during various behaviors. Others should 

further investigate the connectivity and function of novel premotor neurons identified 

here with the monosynaptic rabies virus, such as those within the dorsal mesencephalic 

reticular formation and the fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum. Finally, future work 

should further investigate connectivity and function of neurons within the pontine 

reticular region dorsal to the facial motor nucleus to better understand their role in 

rhythm and pattern generation for chewing. While more work still needs to be done, the 

studies in this dissertation provide the anatomical framework and the first steps toward 

understanding the purpose of shared premotor neurons and their roles in orofacial 

coordination. 
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